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ABSTRACT 

This thesis addresses the challenges associated with the handover of information 

in the pre-hospital care chain, with specific attention to the information management 

issues experienced by first responders.  The intention of this work was to develop a 

more complete understanding of the stakeholders that exist in this system, the data 

they work with, and their needs in terms of data fields and formatting.  The 

investigation of handover processes in this document includes an overview of 

information collection, record-keeping and communication practices and protocols used 

by first responders, informed by data drawn from an ethnographic case study conducted 

in Whistler, British Columbia, during the summer of 2009.  This material forms the 

foundation for design guidelines for new technology.  This thesis considers the tools 

currently in use, as well as the environmental and cognitive constraints that are intrinsic 

to crisis management as a domain, in order to offer concrete recommendations for 

future innovation. 
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1: INTRODUCTION: A FIRST RESPONSE SCENARIO 

Consider this scenario.  It is summer in the Whistler Blackcomb downhill 

mountain bike park.  A patroller, descending the main access road in a first-aid truck, 

receives a radio alert from the patrol dispatcher that there is a response underway to an 

incident involving a rider with a suspected spinal injury.  One patroller is already on 

scene, and has communicated the name and condition of the patient to the dispatcher 

over the radio.  The first responder has also made the assessment that additional 

assistance, additional gear, and a specialized multi-passenger all-terrain vehicle (a 

Gator) will be required to transfer the patient to the care of emergency services, as the 

rider is on a narrow trial away from any main road access points.  The patroller in the 

truck notifies his colleagues that he will be responding with supplies to prepare the 

patient for transport (neck immobilization collar and backboard), and another member 

of the patrol team indicates that he will be heading to the patient’s location with an all-

terrain vehicle to help extricate the patient from the trail network.   

The patroller in the truck parks his vehicle at the closest possible point on the 

main road to where the injured rider is located, picks up his first-aid backpack and the 

spinal immobilization supplies, and runs up the trail to the meet the first responder and 

patient.  As he moves, he keeps in radio contact with the first patroller on scene to try to 

determine exactly how far up the trail they are – it is difficult to describe their exact 
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position in this wilderness context.  He arrives on the scene, finding the first patroller, 

the injured rider and two bystanders who have stopped at the request of the first 

responder to assist in the evacuation of the patient.  The newly-arrived patroller takes 

charge of response to the incident, with the first patroller deferring to his more 

extensive experience.  The second patroller does his own thorough assessment of the 

patient, determining that while the rider had earlier experienced numbness and loss of 

feeling in her extremities, feeling had now returned.  Based on this finding, the second 

patroller downgrades the classification of the incident from acute (threat to life or limb) 

to moderate (spinal precaution).  As he does his physical assessment, he asks the patient 

questions about where she is and what she remembers to determine the likelihood of a 

head injury, as well as to identify any additional injuries.  He also instructs the first 

patroller on scene to collect and record the patient’s vitals (i.e. heart rate).  The first 

patroller adds this information to the data he has already collected in an all-weather 

notebook he carries with him.  

The second patroller puts the neck brace on the patient, puts her right arm in a 

sling to support a damaged shoulder, and directs the bystanders and the first patroller 

in sliding the backboard under the patient and securing her to it.  As this process is 

occurring, the third patroller arrives in the all-terrain vehicle, and everyone works 

together to lift the patient on the backboard onto the bed of the vehicle.  The patient is 

then moved down the trail to a rendezvous with emergency services at the nearest road 

access point.  As the patient is loaded into the ambulance, the patrollers involved in the 

response effort pass off basic information such as suspected injuries and patient 
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personal information to the emergency medical technicians (EMTs), at the same time 

that the EMTs have already begun their own re-assessment of the patient.  With the 

patient handed off to the next level of care, the patrollers attend to their radios, and 

move on to respond to other incidents on the hill.  As the first on scene, the initial 

patroller is responsible for transferring the incident details he collected in the course of 

the response effort onto a paper bike park incident form, and then entering a subset of 

the information on that form into an online form located on the resort’s intranet.                      

1.1 Situating the Incident 

The incident detailed above was observed as part of an ethnographic study 

conducted at the Whistler Blackcomb (WB) bike park, where data were collected over 

the course of the summer of 2009.  In order to get a sense of how patient and incident-

related information was handled in this environment, researchers shadowed patrol 

staff, patrol supervisors, administrative support staff, and a senior staff member 

responsible for managing the safety and risk aspects of WB resort operations.  The 

substantive focus of the study was to gain a better understanding of how information 

was collected, recorded and transferred in the course of patient handover interactions 

and associated practice.  This interest in the handover of information grew from the 

realization that it is difficult to trace a patient through the length of his or her trajectory 

of care in the pre-hospital care chain, in terms of linking records held by different care 

providers such as the bike park patrol, clinic staff and ambulance staff.  This is a real 

stumbling block when it comes to pursuing epidemiological research that looks for 

relationships between care practices and health outcomes.  
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In this study, the general domain of interest is information management in the 

context of health care, but nested inside that greater context is the context of pre-

hospital care, and within that, the context of first response, making the field-based, 

acute care environment of Whistler Blackcomb an ideal case study site. We chose to 

focus on first responders because they are producers and disseminators of the initial 

health data collected at the scene of an injury.  In the incidents in which they are 

involved, they are the collectors of the first data about a given injury on a patient’s 

journey through the pre-hospital care chain to definitive care. 

1.2 Identifying the Specific Issues 

As we built an understanding of the work environment and work practices of 

first responders at Whistler Blackcomb through exploratory, qualitative research, we 

developed insight into some of the factors that impact the degree to which it is possible 

to trace patients through their pre-hospital trajectory of care.   

For clarity, it should be noted that I use the pronoun “we” throughout the text of 

this document to acknowledge the fact that this specific project is nested within a much 

larger research endeavor spearheaded by Dr. Ellen Balka in collaboration with several 

colleagues, including Dr. Sandra Whitehouse.  In addition to the work described here, 

this greater project encompasses a consideration of information management by first 

responders in a winter field environment, and more extensively explores the 

information needs  of partner clinical organizations (like BC Ambulance) and other 

associated non-clinical organizations (such as WorkSafeBC).  This thesis speaks only to 
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the work I did with the support of Dr. Balka in the context of the Whistler Blackcomb 

bike park’s summer operations.  

1.2.1 Pre-hospital Care: A Networked Environment 

First, we gained an appreciation of the nature of this body of first-responders as 

a networked organization, with a wide variety of links to other stakeholders both 

internal to Whistler Blackcomb and external, with each body having its own data-

handling procedures and practices.  Attaining compatibility of data and interoperability 

of systems are clear challenges.  This became particularly clear as I systematically 

analyzed all of the formwork currently in use by Whistler Blackcomb in relation to 

incident management (data from this analysis of forms are included in a matrix in the 

appendix to this document).  Multiple data agendas emerged in the body of forms, with 

different kinds of information (clinical, administrative or liability-related) being 

prioritized on forms issuing from different organizations.  As well as these emergent 

differences in values, there were also clear differences in how different organizations 

chose to format the data they were collecting, which hints at why it can be so 

challenging to link key records throughout a patient’s pre-hospital trajectory of care.   

It is evident from the scenario that I just touched on that the provision of pre-

hospital care is very seldom a self-contained activity, as we see a high volume of internal 

dialogue amongst patrollers in order to coordinate their care, as well as communication 

of key information to other external bodies such as emergency services.  Pre-hospital 

care in the case of traumatic injury or an acute medical condition is frequently provided 
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by a chain of professionals.  Patients are passed from care provider to care provider, 

with each care provider typically trained to provide a different, and often higher, level of 

care, until the patient reaches definitive care.  The heterogeneity of information 

management behavior amongst actors throughout the care chain is something that 

needs to be addressed before patients can be traced more effectively through scattered 

records. 

1.2.2 Environmental Challenges 

A second issue that emerged in our research was the challenging nature of the 

first responders’ work environment, an important factor influencing the provision of 

health care and management of information.  The incident outlined above suggests that 

response is time-sensitive in the case of serious injuries, and both human and material 

resources to deal with an incident are limited and often distributed.  Increased 

communication and coordination are needed because of the geographic distribution of 

patients and first responders, and responders must often multi-task due to the demands 

of resource constraints, which makes cognitive strain a factor.      

1.2.3 Good Data: The Strengths and Weaknesses of Tools  

All these factors impact the ability of first responders to collect, record and 

transmit good data, and the strengths and weakness of the tools available to assist in 

information management play into this as well.  In the scenario above, we see a reliance 

on pen-and-paper data collection, a good amount of radio-enabled coordination and 

some computer-based data logging.  Discovering how the different information media 
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currently in use fit together (or fail to fit together) and how current technologies inter-

relate offers insight in terms of designing new systems to better serve the needs of first 

responders.     

The key idea here is the notion that the development of new tools and 

applications is not an isolated goal – it goes hand in hand with the drive toward building 

quality information spaces.  Tools and applications contribute to building such 

information spaces through collection and archiving processes, as well as acting as 

“portals” into the substance of those spaces, and should work together as part of a 

system, rather than a constellation of stand-alone technologies (L. Bartram, personal 

communication, October 4, 2010).  This is true in the same way that building roads and 

building communities are not isolated goals – infrastructure and content are inextricably 

linked.  Aspiring designers of information management tools for first responders should 

be aware of this relationship.   

As Landgren and Nulden note (2007), there has been a trend toward the 

accumulation of technological tools at the operational level of crisis management.  The 

upshot of this is that these tools may not interface well with one another, having been 

introduced piecemeal, rather than in accordance with any coherent prior systemic 

information management strategy.  Designers and policymakers should be aware that 

the information space itself, rather than the tools, is the source of value and the basis of 

analysis and decision-making, and that the way in which tools are introduced can 

dramatically impact the quality and accessibility of this space.   
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This thesis attempts to provide some ways of thinking about building an 

information space in a challenging environment (collecting and archiving new 

information) and optimizing access to that information space through a flexible array of 

tools that serve as "portals” into that space (L. Bartram, personal communication, 

October 4, 2010), with the hope of building shared awareness between coworkers and 

across disciplines through the effective communication of information. 

1.2.4 The Electronic Future: Developing Strategies to Move Forward 

Considering these dynamics, we began to develop a sense of future options for 

implementing technology in this context in terms of moving forward with an electronic 

data management strategy.  Because electronic data management is only as good as the 

quality of the data in the system, any move toward electronic data management will 

entail some measure of change to current methods in order to generate good quality 

information and maintain the quality of that information.  

  Once good data are available, it makes sense to have tools available that 

increase ease of data access, ease of data analysis and ease of data transmission.  One 

way of achieving this is to move forward from the mixed bag of information media and 

tools currently in use, towards electronic information management tools with a capacity 

for data visualization.  In the scenario above, there was extensive coordination that took 

place between the patrol dispatcher, members of the patrol staff, and emergency 

services in terms of delivering care and managing information.  In other first response 

contexts such as law enforcement and firefighting, visual tools have been shown to be 
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able to support awareness across such distributed systems as incidents are in progress.  

Additionally, electronic systems are better fitted to support the use of information by 

secondary parties after the immediate situation has passed, as the information is plastic, 

rather than locked into hard-copy format, for example. 

1.3 The Big-Picture Issue 

As we spent more time in the field, it became apparent that flow-through and 

linkage of information in the pre-hospital care chain was not an issue of concern to 

clinical actors alone, but was rather a broader data management issue.  The overarching 

issue, in terms of data management, is the fact that beyond primary use of data for 

clinical purposes, there are a host of stakeholders from other arenas (administrative, 

legal, and academic, for example) needing access to the information that is collected  by 

first responders for secondary purposes.  Including this broader community of actors in 

a consideration of the development and design of new information management 

technologies and systems for first responders is key, because the varied needs of these 

stakeholders will not be served by tools developed with only clinical actors in mind, and 

in some cases these off-stage actors may have a considerable impact on data collection.   

Essentially, future systems will need to support the movement of information 

internally within clinical organization, between clinical organizations, and between 

clinical and non-clinical partner organizations.  The greater goal of the research detailed 

in this thesis is to sensitize technology designers to the wide variety of information 

needs and agendas that exist, opening up the discussion of health information 
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management and handovers to include non-clinical actors, and to acknowledge the 

impact of these actors on the practice of first responders. 

1.4 The Significance of Handovers 

The concept of an information ‘handover’ is central to this project.  In our 

modern, distributed health care systems, the point at which information is collected is 

not the only point at which it is needed. In addition to being essential to the provision of 

care, information is required in order to execute administrative tasks, to conduct 

research related to health outcomes and to support other activities such as legal inquiry.  

Thus, handover mechanisms need to be in place to transfer the information reliably, 

comprehensively (complete handover of all information pertinent to the recipient, in 

the context of his or her role) and efficiently between stakeholder groups.  The call for 

research lies in the fact that handover mechanisms in the pre-hospital care chain are 

often not well-documented, and that information handover is an important issue, 

clearly linked to sentinel events, as handovers are often imperfectly orchestrated.  The 

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations has found that “almost 

70% of all sentinel events are caused by breakdown in communication” (JCAHO, 2003, in 

Alvarado et al., 2006, p. 75), with a sentinel event defined by JCAHO as “an unexpected 

occurrence involving death or serious physical or psychological injury, or the risk 

thereof” (JCAHO, 2010).  Hence, handovers come to bear on patient safety, as well as 

informational needs related to administration and research. 
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1.4.1 The Nature of Distributed Health Care 

Our contemporary health care system in British Columbia is distributed.  The 

tasks that make up comprehensive care are addressed by a variety of different, discrete 

though affiliated, authorities and organizations (functional distribution or 

specialization). These actors are also often spatially or structurally distributed, in terms 

of there being physical distance between care centres.  This is similar to the case of 

assembly-line style manufacturing.  There is functional distribution in terms of different 

workers filling different, specialized roles when it comes to manufacturing a product, 

and there is spatial distribution in terms of the labour involved in certain parts of the 

manufacturing process taking place in different locations.  Thinking about health care, 

distribution as an issue is magnified in the case of remote care, which the case study 

described in this thesis focuses on.   

The correspondence between manufacturing and the provision of health care 

ends here, however.  Individuals delivering health care, unlike individuals in classic 

manufacturing jobs, work in an environment that is unpredictable, relatively speaking.  

There is no formula to follow that can ensure flawless delivery of medical care, no single 

correct recipe that can be followed by rote similar to the procedures that make the 

relatively consistent labour of assembly line workers possible.  In contrast to the 

assembly line where the same product is produced multiple times, often varying either 

not at all or in terms of superficial characteristics such as colour, each patient case is 

unique. One consequence is that communication between health care providers 

throughout the trajectory of care is critical in order to ensure that everyone involved in 
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a patient’s care has a common understanding of the task at hand and the goals to be 

achieved in responding to a patient.   

However, it is important to recognize that even communication, itself, as an act, 

cannot be completely codified, as actors may need to alter their communication 

patterns and connections with other professionals in order to respond effectively to 

novel situations, in the case of “varying spatial organization of activities or of changing 

patterns of availability” (Balka et al., 2005, p. 81).  Health care is a dynamic domain, 

which is why handovers of information are so necessary – configurations of people and 

resources are constantly changing, and good communication is the only way to ensure 

that workers are making decisions based on a current and correct perception of the 

situation. 

1.4.2 Handovers and Continuity of Care 

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (2007) 

defines handover interactions as transfers of patient information between medical 

professionals, between groups of care providers, or between health care organizations.  

Continuity of information, ensured by successful handovers, contributes to continuity of 

care.  Continuity of care has been described as “[t]he degree to which professional and 

informal care is provided as a coordinated and uninterrupted sequence of activities, in 

accordance with the actual needs of the patient during the disease [or injury] trajectory” 

(Smeenk et al., 2000, as noted in Hellesø & Lorensen, 2005, p. 812).  Handovers of 
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information are significant because they directly impact decision-making by medical 

personnel down the line, and contribute to positive or negative health care outcomes.   

Evidence-based decision-making is emphasized as good medical practice, to the 

extent that demonstrably logic-driven decision-support systems like ACORN and the 

Leeds’ acute abdominal pain system are being pursued to ensure that health care 

choices are as data-driven as possible (Berg, 1997).  ACORN, for example, “builds on 

logical, symbolic rules to decide whether emergency patients with chest pain need 

urgent admittance to the coronary care unit” (Berg, 1997).  Good data are required so 

that the rigid logic of such systems can function, allowing the systems to support good 

care choices.  Good data are also important to the work of other stakeholders such as 

administrative, legal and research workers, which is why this work seeks to open up the 

JCAHO definition cited above, and include non-health stakeholders (in related domains 

but not actively involved in the provision of care) in an expanded consideration of 

handovers. 

1.4.3 Unpacking the Handover Concept 

This work also seeks to break open the handover concept, to consider all of its 

components.  The tendency is to look at it as a single unitary concept, when in fact there 

are multiple processes nested inside that term: information collection, record-keeping, 

and communication.  There seems to be an inordinate focus in the literature on the final 

communication aspect, but transfers of information cannot take place without 

successful prior collection of information and record-keeping.  For example, in their 
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work related to developing a conceptual framework through which handover 

interactions can be evaluated (measured for quality and safety), Jeffcott, Evans, 

Cameron, Chin and Ibrahim (2008) use this definition of clinical handover as the premise 

for their further research: “Clinical handover refers to the transfer of information and 

professional responsibility and accountability between individuals and teams, within the 

overall system of care” (p. 272).   There is a clear focus here on the transfer process that 

I articulated earlier, though no mention of the processes (collection and record-keeping) 

that must necessarily precede it.  As the authors note (Jeffcott et al., 2008), their 

approach is by no means unusual, as their definition is “consistent with recent U.S. 

definitions [(Arora and Johnson, 2006)] and the current Australian Medical Association 

definition” (p. 272).   

The premise of this research is that further investigations of handovers should 

direct more attention to a consideration of the support operations underlying the actual 

transfer moments when information is moved from person to person or group to group.  

Effective handover hinges on collecting all the data points necessary for completion of 

the tasks at hand, and for completion of likely future tasks.  Collection of data is 

impacted by the method chosen to elicit that data – for example, collection of data with 

pen and paper will yield different results than collection of data done via an audio-

recording device.  Successful handover of information between actors also hinges on 

information retention after the moment of collection.  Recording information in a form 

that is lasting, easy to access, and easy to decipher at a later time is key, as handover of 

collected details is seldom instantaneous.  Thus, our interest here is not simply in 
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discovering what the points of handover are, or simply what is being handed over, but 

in determining how we can make those interactions more functional and meaningful by 

addressing issues at all levels of the handover process. 

1.4.4 Whistler Blackcomb and Handovers 

In our research at Whistler Blackcomb, we observed the initial collection of data, 

and observed how that information was disseminated amongst front-line first 

responders and support staff, and ultimately transferred to other internal and external 

bodies.  This work was undertaken with an eye to discovering whether continuity of 

information in the pre-hospital care chain could be improved by the introduction of 

technological aids supporting electronic information management at the point of first 

response.  The term ‘continuity of care’ has been used both in relation to 

communication within and between healthcare organizations, (Hellesø & Lorensen, 

2005, p. 810) and we touched on the issues associated with each set of reporting 

relationships over the course of the Whistler Blackcomb project.   

Though there is some contention as to how broadly the continuity of care 

concept applies, reporting relationships and inter-organizational flows of information 

are acknowledged as related to continuity of care in the associated literature, for 

example, in relation to discharge reports from one care provider to other care providers,  

or with regard to communication between hospitals and primary or community care 

providers (Kersten and Hackenitz 1991, Anderson and Helms 1993, Armitage and 

Kavanagh 1996, Dvorak et al. 1998, Smeenk et al. 2000).  This is interesting in that while 
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inter-organizational communication is researched and discussed, this is mostly in the 

context of hospital to post-hospital care, or care outside the hospital that the patient is 

receiving concurrently with hospital care.  This study looks at inter-organizational 

relationships leading up to a patient’s first contact with hospital personnel in cases of 

trauma or abrupt-onset acute medical issues.   

One of our goals in the Whistler Blackcomb (WB) project was to map the paths 

that information took, and link the mapped information flows to an understanding of 

the technologies currently in use to collect and distribute that information. We also 

sought an understanding of the environment in which care and data management was 

taking place.  This approach, a sort of social cartography, is inspired by the work of 

Adele Clarke (2005), who first codified the sort of situational analysis in which we find 

ourselves engaged.  With reference to a schematic of work patterns that includes both 

‘hard’ elements like artifacts and actors as well as ‘soft’ elements like discourses and 

relationships, we hope to determine ways in which continuity of information can be 

supported by the incorporation of more sophisticated and appropriate forms of 

technology into the work practice of health care workers in the pre-hospital care chain.  

One of the main themes of this research is communication in the service of coordination 

– coordinating resources, people and information for optimal health outcomes.  

Continuity of care is built on a shared knowledge base, and that kind of shared 

knowledge base can only be created in a distributed health care system by effective 

communication.  
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1.5 Justifying the Domain 

We are interested in handovers and information management behaviour on a 

number of levels in terms of context.  The macroscopic domain is the health care arena 

in general, and the broadly-applicable issues connected with moving toward electronic 

management of health data.  Within that large domain, we are looking at the pre-

hospital care chain in particular, and, drilling down even further, the specific focus of 

this work is the first response component of that initial care chain.  Our interest in the 

pre-hospital care chain stems from the fact that there has been limited prior research 

related to information management practices (and more specifically handover practices) 

outside institutional settings.  For example, shift-to-shift handovers in a hospital setting 

between health care professionals filling the same role as in nurse-to-nurse handovers 

(Kerr, 2002), or during-shift transfers of information between two care providers filling 

different roles, as in nurse-to-doctor handovers (Smith et al., 2008), have been much 

more extensively studied.  Hospital and field contexts (where pre-hospital care takes 

place) are very different, with different factors and constraints at play.  Thus, different 

features are salient in terms of considering new directions in information management 

technologies and practices.  The idea is to explore this under-researched area in order to 

provide design guidance when it comes to selecting and adapting new technological aids 

for use.   

1.5.1 First Response 

In terms of the specific focus of this work on the first response component of the 

pre-hospital care chain, again, we are targeting a gap in current research and 
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understanding.  While much research has been conducted related to the information 

management needs of other first response professionals (in law enforcement, fire-

fighting, and disaster management, for example) the information management needs of 

health care providers working in a first response context have not been specifically and 

sufficiently addressed as yet.  In later sections, I will touch on relevant literature 

addressing these other first response domains, highlighting work that can offer insight 

into challenges in the heath care domain.  The first response sector of our health care 

system is important because it is where the care chain begins in many cases of traumatic 

injury and rapid-onset medical issues (i.e. cardiac arrest).  The patient’s interaction with 

a professional first responder (private or public) represents the beginning of a crucial 

information flow, relevant to later care they will receive in an institutional setting.   

1.6 A Personal Connection 

When I began researching handovers and issues related to continuity and quality 

of care, my interest in the topic was, for the most part, academic in nature.  However, in 

September 2009, the subject matter became abruptly real to me in a matter of a few 

seconds, on a few metres of pavement, when I was hit by a car as I was cycling to work.  

For most of the summer, I had been spending time in the Whistler Blackcomb bike park, 

observing as patrollers responded to incidents involving injured riders and transporting 

guests off the hill and on to higher levels of care.  All of a sudden, I was on my way to 

Vancouver General Hospital in the back of an ambulance, strapped to a backboard, with 

an emergency medical technician (EMT) sitting next to my head recording information 

on a form that I had spent a few hours the previous day analyzing.   
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The irony of my situation was poignant, and the immediacy of the handover 

issue was striking as, upon arrival at the hospital, I was transferred from the care of the 

ambulance crew to the receiving nurse, to a second nurse, back to the first nurse, to a 

radiology technician, and then finally to the attending physician, all in the space of a few 

hours.  Each medical professional collected information from me, and at times the 

information sought was redundant data in terms of what I had already been asked. 

Some information was recorded immediately with pen and paper; some was not.  

Eventually, as I went through the long process of resolving the incident in terms of 

compensation for damages, a variety of actors needed access to the information 

collected during my experience, including my general practitioner, the Insurance 

Company of British Columbia (ICBC), and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP).  

That experience underlined for me the importance of information handling and effective 

communication in coordinating a successful response to an incident, particularly one 

involving trauma-related injury. 

1.7 Approaching the Issues: The Literature 

The overarching issue at hand is the fact that there are a variety of stakeholders, 

both clinical and non-clinical, that need access to information collected in the pre-

hospital care chain.  In the body of this thesis I will look at the component issues feeding 

into this greater challenge, moving from a discussion of the existing literature associated 

with these component issues to a discussion of my own case study data.   
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As I consider the pre-hospital care chain and its networked nature, I will draw 

from work that has been done in the health care/health sciences field on handovers and 

clinical practice, literature relating to organizational structure and dynamics, and the 

body of science, technology and society (STS) literature relating to information 

management and electronic records.   

Looking at the challenges to effective information management presented by 

pre-hospital care environments, I will consult relevant literature from the field of crisis 

management in looking at external constraints, and literature from the field of cognitive 

science in my consideration of internal constraints.   

When it comes to discussing the need to ensure quality of data in collection, 

record-keeping and transmission with relation to the tools that are in use, I will touch on 

another aspect of work that has been done in the STS field looking at relationships 

between people and technologies, and how the design and use of devices are influenced 

by social forces.   

Finally, when I explore possibilities for the design of future electronic 

information management systems for first responders that can address some of the 

issues at play, I will be pulling from recent literature in the domain of information 

visualization and visual analytics to show what relevant approaches have been 

developed targeting users engaged in crisis management.  The goal is to move from a 

discussion of my findings about the information management status quo in this health 

context, to develop design guidance that can begin to answer the following key 
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question: Now that we have a sense of the strengths and weaknesses of current systems 

and practices, what are our best strategies for moving forward with the development of 

new technologies to make information handover more effective? 

1.8 Bringing the Threads Together: An Introduction to Issues in 
Information Handover 

In this section, I have introduced the major issue of stakeholder data needs 

related to information collected in the pre-hospital care chain, and opened up that 

greater issue in order to examine the challenges associated with meeting those varied 

needs, making sure that records can be linked across a patient’s trajectory of care.  I 

discussed information handovers as a key concept, and explained how they related to 

continuity of care.  In the bulk of the document that follows, I will explore these ideas 

further, drawing examples from the case study that was conducted at Whistler 

Blackcomb and providing context for that new material by looking at the relevant 

literatures mentioned above.  In the chapter that follows, I will begin with a 

consideration of pre-hospital care and first response as it is practiced at Whistler 

Blackcomb, describing the environment and focusing in on the connections that exist 

between first responders and other actors. 
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2: THE NATURE OF PRE-HOSPITAL CARE 
ORGANIZATIONS: A WHISTLER BLACKCOMB CASE 
STUDY 

In this chapter, I will describe the nature of Whistler Blackcomb as a care-

providing entity, and touch on how it relates to other organizations with regard to the 

exchange of information, using the case study as an avenue for discussing the flow of 

information between organizations in the pre-hospital care chain in a more general 

sense.  The challenges associated with arranging and maintaining effective coupling 

between organizations is the component problem I will address in this chapter, which 

plays into the overarching issue addressed by this thesis – the fact that multiple 

stakeholders with varying values and goals need access to the data collected throughout 

the pre-hospital care chain. 

2.1 Whistler Blackcomb: A Case Study  

From reviewing previous research concerned with handovers in care, it became 

apparent that while there had been substantial research done which focused on 

handovers that took place in hospital and community care contexts, the results and 

recommendations emerging from this work were difficult to apply to handovers that 

take place in the pre-hospital care chain – there was no reasonable basis for 

generalization, as hospital and pre-hospital work environments can differ so wildly.  

Curious about the unique constraints and challenges faced by health care workers in a 
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pre-hospital context, we started to develop relationships with representatives at 

Intrawest Corporation, the company that owns and operates Whistler Blackcomb, one 

of the largest ski resorts in North America, with an eye to eventually conducting 

fieldwork in a unique environment that would allow us to examine some pre-hospital 

handovers in-situ.   

Whistler Blackcomb, as a case study site, was uniquely suited to providing 

valuable insight into some of the key research questions posed by this project. The fact 

that the resort hosts a high number of visitors, many of whom go to the area to pursue 

high-risk recreational pursuits, makes it possible to observe numerous handover 

interactions, during pre-hospital care.  Within a relatively limited area, multiple 

handovers could be expected to occur between first responders (ski patrollers in winter 

and mountain bike patrollers in summer), with EMTs, and with clinic physicians and 

nurses.  There are also a multitude of handovers of information to non-clinical actors 

(information stakeholders) that take place at Whistler Blackcomb, including to liability-

concerned bodies such as WorkSafeBC, administrative industry organizations such as 

the Canada West Ski Areas Association (CWSAA), Intrawest managers, as well as to 

researchers like ourselves (though this last party is atypical). 

One can reasonably expect handover interactions to be quite concentrated in a 

hospital setting, as many shift turnovers take place, and patients are passed between 

medical professionals with different specialties that are all located in-house.  Pre-

hospital care, however, often tends to be a good deal more distributed, which is one 
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factor that makes handovers an issue of such concern.  The Whistler Blackcomb (WB) 

case is special in that the communication events of interest occur within reasonably 

proximity of one another, which makes it possible for a researcher to get a more solid, 

holistic understanding of the state of informational continuity of care, because they can 

follow a good deal of the local progress of patients and observe the flow of information 

across the pre-hospital care chain.  Thus, this environment was well-suited as a research 

site in that it was so data-rich, both in terms of density of handovers per incident, and 

density of incidents within the WB area of patrol operations.  Most of the data-handling 

operations related to moving data to non-clinical actors were also conducted on site, 

and we were able to speak to several employees that were involved in this kind of 

communication work (i.e. employees involved in reporting data to WorkSafeBC).  

At first glance, the Whistler Blackcomb bike park may seem like a fairly niche 

environment, markedly different than most other care environments (hospital, clinic, 

physician’s office), with limited potential to generalize findings to other contexts.  

However, while the details relayed here related to the specific practice of WB workers 

may not be broadly applicable, details related to the context of that practice, to 

environmental factors such as the cognitive pressures and concrete constraints involved 

in working in a field environment are not specific to WB patrollers alone.  There is a 

resonance to other contexts of first response such as law enforcement, firefighting and 

disaster response, and while, as with any qualitative work, results cannot be considered 

generalizeable in the same way as statistical measures, this work can offer ways of 
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thinking about the challenges in those related first response contexts related to building 

and accessing information spaces. 

2.1.1 First Responders in Health Care as a Population of Interest 

In terms of selecting Whistler Blackcomb as a case study site, there is also the 

added benefit of being able to study the pre-hospital care chain from the beginning, 

from a possible entry point into the system, examining the experiences and information-

related practices of first responders – in this case, the patrollers of Whistler Blackcomb.  

In part, this research attempts to address a paucity of (published) academic literature 

concerned with how medical first responders interface and communicate with other 

organizations and actors as part of a larger health care network, and, indeed, a lack of 

attention to the internal work and communication practices of medical first responders 

in the first place, even before looking at their relationships to other bodies.  This is 

despite a wealth of research that has been done looking at the practice of first 

responders of other domains (i.e. firefighting, law enforcement) and their internal 

communication practices (within an organization, between team members) (Jiang et al., 

2004; Sørensen and Pica, 2005), as well as about the communication practices of health 

care workers in environments other than pre-hospital acute care.  For example, 

communication between general practitioners (GPs) and hospital staff regarding patient 

care has been very well studied (Wilson et al. 2001, McGlade et al. 1988), as has 

communication between health professionals in a hospital setting (Coiera and Tombs 

1998, MacKay et al. 1991). 
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As noted above, the attention paid to the challenges that these first-responder 

medical professionals face in information collection and information use, related to the 

conditions of their role and location is often inadequate.  There has been some key work 

done in the information visualization and visual analytics fields that addresses these 

issues in relation to different domains of first response like law enforcement, firefighting 

or crisis management/disaster response more generally (Luyten et al., 2006; Chen et al., 

2002; Kim et al., 2007).  For example, ethnographic approaches have been applied to 

the study of police patrol and communication practice, with the intention of applying 

this knowledge to the design of information technology (IT) (Nulden, 2003), and possible 

avenues for integrating electronic data access into work practice (via 3G wireless 

networking, for example) have been tried and evaluated, also in a police context 

(Sawyer et al., 2004).  This kind of approach, beginning with an investigation of the work 

environment, culminating in the introduction of a new technology informed by this 

enhanced understanding has also been tried in relation to fire-fighting.  Jiang et al. 

(2004) conducted interviews with firefighters and observed firefighters in training 

exercises before prototyping a wall-sized information display system for incident 

commanders, supporting resource and task management.  

However, detailed design guidance for the implementation of technologies for 

first responders related to the rigors of health data management in the field in 

particular is harder to find.  There has been some work done related to in-hospital real-

time management of incoming data as in the presentation of lab results on PDA devices 

for hospital workers (Bergstrand and Gabrielsson, 2008), but the field environment has 
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not been a focus as a patient-care environment and differs from indoor environments in 

significant ways.  Thus, Whistler Blackcomb represented an ideal setting in which to do 

the exploratory fieldwork targeted at answering some of these questions.   

The work that has been done in other first-response domains has influenced my 

choice of methods when it comes to approaching the communications and information 

management of medical first responders.  Because the exploratory, descriptive 

groundwork has not yet been done that would be the basis for actually developing new 

technologies, I am working to provide that design guidance so that further research may 

move toward designing, implementing and testing new technologies.  Additionally, the 

work that has been done in these other first-response domains can provide useful ways 

of thinking about handover interactions in the health care domain, as some 

communication needs and constraints (i.e. the need to maintain a continuously-updated 

awareness of events) are very similar across first-response contexts, and some of the 

challenges associated with moving from conventional technologies like radio and hard-

copy resources to fully electronic information management are held in common across 

disciplines. 

2.1.2 Whistler Blackcomb as a Care Environment 

Whistler Blackcomb (WB) is a year-round resort located in the municipality of 

Whistler, British Columbia, Canada.  Owned and operated (at the time of writing) by 

Intrawest Corporation, the Whistler Blackcomb resort consists of two mountains and 

associated infrastructure, with a combined area of 8,171 acres, and lift-accessible 
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terrain up to 2,284 metres.  Winter activities offered include in-bounds skiing and 

snowboarding (with instructional programs available for both adults and children), heli-

skiing and boarding, tubing, snowmobiling, and snowshoeing.   In the summer, 

operations include the mountain bike park, sightseeing, hiking, glacier skiing and riding, 

and ATV tours.  As of this writing, a record winter snowfall left such an abundance of 

snow on top of the mountain that the mountain was considering offering guided 

summer snowshoeing tours, as summer hiking in significant snow depths would be 

restricted.  The bike park alone comprises 1,507 metres of lift-serviced trails.   

Because of the sheer scale of Whistler Blackcomb’s operations, both in terms of 

amount of terrain and number of guests served each day, there are some special issues 

when it comes to providing effective emergency care on the resort property.  Simply 

getting to injured guests can be difficult, and once contact has been established, 

providing care with limited resources in a wilderness environment can be challenging.  

Managing these issues is important, as Whistler Blackcomb caters largely to guests 

interested in pursuing high-risk activities, though demographics differ slightly between 

seasons, as summer operations cater to a greater population of sight-seers in addition 

to those interested in high-impact physical activity. Injury rates are consistent with 

industry norms; however, by virtue of sheer volume of people using the facilities, these 

numbers are not insignificant.  

The Whistler Blackcomb patrol crew is a body of dedicated first responders, and 

represents the first point of contact that most patients have with a health care 
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professional when they get injured on one of the local resort mountains.  These 

patrollers routinely interact with subsequent actors in the pre-hospital care chain such 

as emergency medical technicians (EMTs) and representatives of local clinics such as 

admitting triage nurses and physicians.  Additionally, the Whistler Blackcomb patrol 

team is interesting in that it represents a care chain in and of itself, embedded within 

the larger pre-hospital care chain.  During summer operations, depending on the 

location of the injured patient and the severity of his or her  injuries, the patient may be 

first processed by a first responder who has traveled to the accident scene by bike, and 

subsequently transferred to another patroller driving a heavy-duty all-terrain vehicle 

(ATV) called a Gator, and then handed off again to yet another patroller driving a first-

aid truck before being deposited either at the municipality’s urgent-care clinic, or 

transferred to EMT care. Working with Whistler Blackcomb’s patrol crew provided a 

unique opportunity to gain a detailed understanding of a particular user group, as well 

as the larger arena (the health care system) with its multitude of information demands 

in which this user group is enmeshed. 

While our team was able to conduct some initial fieldwork and interviews with 

Whistler Blackcomb employees before the 2008/2009 winter season came to a close, 

the bulk of the work that will be discussed here relates to observations and interviews 

done over the 2009 summer season, and relates to procedures and challenges specific 

to that environment.  I will make the argument, however, that some insights derived 

from study of the bike park can contribute to our understanding of other first-response 

contexts, and conversely, that some of the work that has been done in other first-
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response domains can offer insight in the health care domain.  Over the course of my 

fieldwork at the Whistler Blackcomb location, I conducted informal interviews with paid 

members of the patrol team, volunteer patrollers, patrol supervisors, and the senior 

staff member responsible for safety and risk management.  I also engaged in extensive 

observation of work practices at various sites, including the mid-mountain patrol bump 

room (a “bump” is local terminology for the patrollers’ field office), the alpine patrol 

bump room, bike trails, and the Whistler clinic. 

2.1.3 Work Routine: Mapping a Day on the Mountain  

A patroller’s day in the bike park starts early – those working the early shift 

(there are two different start times) upload to the Children’s Learning Centre (CLC) 

bump room for 8:30 a.m., located mid-mountain on Whistler.  Bump rooms are 

communications hubs with phone access - the major bump room at the CLC (in 

operation during the summer season only) also offers access to the internet and the 

internal corporate computer network.  Bump rooms also serve as supply caches, with 

stores of first aid materials.   

A supervisor will lead a morning meeting, touching on any special tasks or events 

scheduled for the day, and then patrollers will start doing trail checks, during which time 

they must ride each run before opening it to the public.  Patrollers will also spend time 

restocking their personal packs with first aid materials like gauze and splints, as well as 

refueling work vehicles (both Gators and first aid trucks).  After the park opens to riders 

at 9:45 a.m., patrollers continue with trail and park maintenance, although as injuries 
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occur, responding to incidents becomes a priority.  Each patroller carries a radio at all 

times, which is tuned to a common channel shared with his or her colleagues and the 

patrol dispatcher.  Using this channel, the dispatcher will direct patrollers to respond to 

new incidents and patrollers will report back to the dispatcher with basic information 

about the injured rider, and will coordinate action with their colleagues who are 

distributed over the mountain. 

There are a variety of roles that must be filled when it comes to covering all of 

the patrol operations, but patrollers are not assigned responsibilities on a fixed basis.  

Personnel routinely rotate between riding the park on bicycles monitoring the 

environment and responding to reported incidents, maintaining a presence in the CLC 

bump room and staffing the phone, transporting patients to the municipality’s clinic in 

the first aid truck, and transporting patients from point to point within the bike park via 

a Gator.  Less flexible are the roles of the alpine dispatcher, as a patroller will be 

scheduled to fill this position for a full shift, but even this duty is cycled between 

different patrollers on a day-to-day basis during summer operations, as opposed to 

being a dedicated position (as it is during winter operations).  An increased volume of 

communication is necessary to compensate for the fact that workers in this context do 

not have fixed roles, so individuals must update others on the duties that they are 

currently engaged in, as there is no routine, repeated task distribution (and hence no 

basis for expectations about roles).  However, because paid staff move through all roles, 

there is some shared knowledge about working conditions and responsibilities 

associated with varied roles. 
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Patrollers also spend a portion of their day doing paperwork and data entry.  

They are responsible for documenting incidents in which they filled the role of first 

responder.  Even if other patrollers assisted in providing care or transportation, it is 

always the first patroller on scene who writes up the event.  Most patrollers carry a Rite-

in-the-Rain brand all-weather notebook, into which they copy information about the 

patient and the nature of his or her injury.  Once they return to the main Children’s 

Learning Centre (CLC) bump room, this information is then copied onto a paper incident 

report form.  A portion of the information from this form is then entered into an online 

incident reporting application.  In the ideal case, a patroller documents an incident while 

the patient is present in his or her care, but the reality, especially on busy, high-volume 

weekend days, is that some notes are made at the incident scene, but incidents will 

often occur back-to-back, and further documentation tasks may be left for later in the 

day.  Often, paper bike park incident forms will accumulate in a paper folder beside the 

CLC workstation, and a single person (not necessarily an individual who was involved 

with the incidents) will work through the backlog during a slow period, entering data 

from all the forms that have been set aside during busy times into an on-line application 

developed by the resort to track incidents.   

Already, we can begin to see an existing network of tools and applications at 

work in this environment, building and accessing an information space.  Hard copy 

records (like Rite-in-the-Rain notebooks) and online reporting applications work 

together to try to fill key information collection, archiving, and access roles.  As ever, the 

question to keep in mind here is one of optimization – as we consider the status quo, 
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what avenues can we identify for making these essential processes more efficient and 

effective? 

In a testament to just how limited human resources are in this context, I was 

often enlisted to help transport patients or collect key patient information.  Other riders 

in the park would be asked to contribute in these ways as well.  For example, a patroller 

with me in tow responded to a call about a female rider who was having trouble seeing 

and experiencing nausea and dizziness after landing on her head.  As the patroller began 

to examine her, another injured rider walked up looking for care – a young male with a 

deep laceration to his chin.  The patroller split time between the two patients, and as he 

checked up on the male rider, he passed the husband of the female rider the bike park 

incident form, asking him to fill out the section dealing with personal details. 

2.2 A Network of Information Stakeholders 

The activities involved in collecting information, as in the example above, as well 

as other information management practices, are inextricably linked to information 

consumption.  In the pre-hospital care chain, there are many different actors with an 

interest in consuming the information that is collected over the course of a patient’s 

trajectory of care, from the evident clinical actors, to legal, administrative and research 

bodies (Figure 1).  Reporting relationships came up again and again in our discourse with 

study participants – the arrows in Figure 1 below indicate the connection points where 

information is transferred between varied stakeholders.  It should be noted, when 

examining this graphic, that a similar level of reporting complexity exists for each of the 
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subsequent care providers after the patient leaves the custody of the WB team (i.e. at 

the clinic, ambulance and hospital levels), but that this information is outside the scope 

of this project and is not included here.    

 

 

Figure 1 - Situating On-Hill Data Collection Within the Broader Informational and Data 
Landscape (Balka et al., 2010) 

 
For example, we spoke with the risk management senior staff member, and he 

noted that his job necessitates providing information to lawyers, the coroner, the RCMP, 

Whistler Blackcomb’s insurer, and the Canada West Ski Areas Association (CWSAA).  

Further, an enduring theme in this research is the impact that internal (intra-

organizational) policy and procedures have on external relations (inter-organizational 

contact), and the ways in which the two are often linked.  Pre-hospital care is an 

extremely networked domain.  For instance, the risk management staff person creates a 
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weekly incident report document for review by the senior leadership team at WB, 

including incident statistics to do with such fields as age, incident time of day, the 

experience level of the injured party, the type of run on which the incident occurred, the 

type of injury sustained, and the activity the injured party was engaged in at the time of 

the incident.  The risk management supervisor also reports to CWSAA on guest injuries 

after each winter season, compiling injury statistics in an annual report issued to this 

external body, which builds on those weekly internal reports.  In examining reporting 

relationships and interlocking internal/external procedures, occasionally conflicts in 

terms of differing information priorities become apparent, as well as conflicts in terms 

of information formatting.   

One example of the conflicting information priorities that exist, even within an 

organization, is the difference in content between the weekly incident report document 

for review by senior staff at Whistler Blackcomb and the bike park incident form used 

and referred to by patrol staff.  The data items on the incident report are heavily risk-

related, looking at things like the age and experience level of the injured guest, as well 

as the kind of run on which he or she was injured, which reflects the management’s 

desire to reduce resort liability by tracking and acting on this information.  The bike park 

incident form, on the other hand, includes fields soliciting a description of the accident, 

a description of injuries sustained, as well as details of treatment provided.  This reflects 

the clinical interests of patrol members as care providers, and their desire to build a 

record of this guest as a patient, rather than as a potential plaintiff. 
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As one of the administrative handlers of WorkSafeBC reports at WB mentioned, 

different organizations often want to see different items on a form, and sometimes, not 

everybody is satisfied by a given document.  She noted that:   

 We don’t track [injury locations]…partially because that first aid 

report has been designed to cater to WorkSafeBC’s requirements - 

you know, the information that they need. If we tell them that, it’s 

on…X run versus Y run, it’s insignificant to them. However to us…we 

know that staff members travelling from [Location A] typically get 

hurt on their designated route…in the afternoon. 

Throughout this document, there will be discussion of each of these three issues 

– the coupling of organizations, how internal and external organizational processes fit 

together, and the issues that can occur when organizations (or different internal groups) 

have different information agendas. 

2.3 A Consideration of Methods 

In the following sections, I will discuss the research design and methodology 

underlying this project.  Although there are a variety of angles from which the issue of 

handovers in the pre-hospital care chain and information-sharing amongst stakeholders 

can be considered, I felt it was important to pursue a qualitative, descriptive approach, 

because many of the questions I am seeking to explore are process-type questions 

(what is happening) as opposed to trend-type questions (how much/many) that pre-

suppose the researcher already knows the answer to the what question (how 

much/many of what).  Doing ethnographic fieldwork, and analyzing the data collected 
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through observations and interviews using a grounded theory approach allowed me to 

develop an understanding of existing work habits and patterns, current tools, and 

environmental factors – and to identify information necessary to inform future research 

related to the design and implementation of new information management 

technologies in that context.  In the sections to come, I will provide an overview of my 

research methods, both in terms of actual techniques, and in terms of the theory behind 

my choices.     

2.3.1 Data Collection and Analysis: The Techniques 

2.3.1.1 Study Sample 

The study sample consisted of 26 participants and was purposeful in nature, 

meaning that participants were not selected according to a randomization protocol (as 

in a quantitative study), but rather according to the likelihood that they could offer rich 

data surrounding the phenomena of interest.  Participants were solicited until 

theoretical saturation was reached.  A flyer advertising the project and soliciting 

participants was posted in the staff building in Whistler Village, and participation was 

also solicited during the morning meeting of patrol staff.  Face-to-face recruitment, 

however, during interaction of researchers with potential participants was by far the 

most effective method.  The sample included both men and women, with 21 men and 5 

women participating.  The sample included a manager (a member of the senior 

leadership team), patrol supervisors, professional patrol staff, volunteer patrol staff and 

administrative staff at Whistler Blackcomb.  I will not provide further information about 

participants in order to protect the privacy of participating individuals, and maintain the 
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confidentiality guaranteed in the consent forms signed by each study participant, as 

Whistler is a relatively small community and people may be easily identifiable. 

2.3.1.2 Consent 

The consent form offered a description of the project and an outline of the 

procedures that study participants could expect researchers to follow.  It also contained 

a statement affirming that the project was sanctioned by Intrawest (the corporation 

operating the Whistler Blackcomb resort) but that individuals were in no way obliged to 

participate, as well as a statement detailing the potential risks involved in participation.  

Those individuals who chose to participate could opt in or out of several modes of 

participating, including being interviewed, being audiotaped while being interviewed, 

and being photographed while working. 

2.3.1.3 Ethics 

Ethics clearance had been obtained by the time I began working on this project.  

Due to the nature of the work being done by the participants (urgent care in the field) 

and the personal nature of the information being handled (i.e. contact details, 

treatment details), it took an extended period of time to negotiate access to the field 

site, and secure the permission of the resort management to solicit the participation of 

their employees in this project.  It should be noted that this project is of minimal risk to 

participants, and does not include minors as participants.  Our focus was on staff, rather 

than patients.  
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2.3.1.4 Fieldwork 

Our work at the Whistler Blackcomb field site involved collecting data through a 

combination of observation and interviewing.  Most interviewing was informal, with 

data recorded by hand in a Rite-in-the-Rain field notebook.  This was the most practical 

and effective method for capturing data in this context, as most interactions occurred 

on the fly as patrollers went about their duties in the field (i.e. on the trail, in the patrol 

truck, on the chairlift).  Patrollers were busy throughout the day, so there was not often 

the time to sit down for lengthy, more structured, audio-recorded interviews.  I 

interviewed 14 people informally, and 5 people were interviewed in a more structured 

fashion when circumstances allowed.  Data gleaned through observation was also 

recorded by hand in the same Rite-in-the-Rain notebook.  

2.3.1.5 Involvement as a Researcher 

As I spent time in the field, I soon found that the nature of my role would be far 

from passive, and much more skewed toward participant observation.  It was 

acknowledged that I was a researcher and not a member of the first response 

community myself, but I was consistently pulled in to participate in aspects of incident 

and information management.  While my role as a researcher was clear, my activities 

were not restricted solely to observation. At times, reflecting both my rapport with staff 

and the need for extra hands, I was called upon to assist in managing on-hill incidents.  

For example, in the case of a borderline Code 3 incident (spinal precautions were 

in place), I was asked to slide a backboard under a patient, help lift the backboard on 
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the bed of a Rhino (a vehicle like a Gator), and walk the patient out with the first 

response team and two other volunteers (balancing the backboard on the vehicle) to 

the rendezvous with EHS.  There was also an occasion when I was asked to take and 

record personal demographic details from a patient as he was being transported by 

patrol in a first aid truck to the clinic.  The patroller had been occupied with packaging 

the patient on the hill (splinting and slinging a broken arm) and had only verbally taken 

information from the patient.   

2.3.1.6 Analysis of Field Data 

In terms of identifying themes and key ideas in the kind of data such as the 

incident described above, I typed up my field notes after each day in the field, and 

imported them into a qualitative analysis program produced by QSR, called NVivo 

(version 8).  This software allowed me to track emergent themes by supporting coding 

as an analysis technique (based on the tenets of grounded theory), and allowed me to 

consolidate, organize and connect information in ways that sparked insight.  Coding is 

the process whereby “events/actions/interactions are grouped together to form 

categories and subcategories…[and] are also given conceptual labels” (Corbin and 

Strauss, 1990, p. 12).  As analysis progresses, the analyst may define new categories, or 

discard old labels that do not seem to be as relevant as first anticipated.  The researcher 

can then begin to consider relationships between categories of phenomena, the 

contexts in which given types of phenomena occur, and so on, building toward a theory 

that can explain some aspects of the phenomena of interest.  For example, sorting 

through my field notes, I began to sort information management practices that I 
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observed into categories depending on which information medium they were 

dependent on (hard-copy, radio, cell phone or computer).  I also began to develop 

categories related to the descriptions I was getting from first responders about their 

workplace related to stress, resource constraints, and environmental considerations.  

Eventually I began linking these two groups of categories (tool types and common 

concepts emerging from workplace descriptions) to develop theories about the impact 

of workplace conditions on the usefulness of different kinds of information 

management strategies in the field.  This method of coding data allowed me to relate 

practice to context (behaviour related to tools to environmental variables) as themes 

emerged over the course of my fieldwork. 

In keeping with the essence of grounded theory, it is important to point out that 

data collection and data analysis were closely linked in the context of this study.  As new 

ideas emerged in the data, this informed and influenced my perspective, guiding the 

direction of new data collection activities.  Data analysis occurred in tandem with data 

collection throughout the length of the project, with earlier information being re-

examined again and again as new data came to light.   

2.3.1.7 Formwork Analysis 

In addition to analysis of field notes and interview material, with the assistance 

of Whistler Blackcomb staff, we collected a full complement of the forms related to 

incident response on the mountain and documentation about completing these forms.  

In our analysis of this formwork, we reviewed each field on each form and assessed 
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whether the field was a closed, open, or structured open field.  Closed fields required 

the individual recording data to check a box or make a selection from a concrete list of 

options presented on the form.  An example of this would be circling the day, month, 

and year from a pre-printed calendar graphic.  Open fields allowed free-text data entry.  

An open version of the same incident date field would be a blank line on a hard-copy 

form allowing the data recorder to enter the information free-hand, configured 

according to their preference.  Structured open fields allowed free-text data entry, but 

specified a particular format in which the information should be recorded (e.g. MM-DD-

YYYY).  In this case, again looking at incident date as an example field, a hard-copy form 

may require the data recorder to write in the information free-hand, but specify that 

day should be written first, followed by month, and then followed by year. 

2.3.2 Technology in Context – A Theoretical Middle Ground 

My research focuses on technology because it is the support structure enabling 

the provision of coordinated care in modern health care systems.  An understanding of 

the technology in use is key to understanding how handovers currently occur, and key 

to drafting recommendations for improving existing communication practices. As 

previously noted, this research project is qualitative in nature, drawing on ethnographic 

methods and using grounded theory to collect data, model work patterns, and form 

insights that can guide theory development. This choice of methods stems from a belief 

that technology should be observed and investigated in context.  
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There are certainly other intellectual approaches (among them technological 

determinism) that could be used to guide and inform the work undertaken here, but 

some of these are limited in important ways (Gabe et al., 2004, p. 147-149).  

Technological determinism is a theoretical perspective that paints technology as a 

driving force – shaping work environments and bending the work practices of individuals 

to fit its constraints and specifications.  Timmermans and Berg (2003) note that strong 

proponents of this school of thought believe that “technology develops as the result of 

an internal dynamic; molding society to fit its logical patterns” (p. 99).  Technology is 

isolated as an influential object, and the tendency is to consider it as an independent 

entity.   

Pure social constructivism, on the other hand, speaks about technology as if it is 

essentially a blank slate, a malleable object whose nature is shaped by the social 

currents, relationships and discourses present in a given workplace.   In their discussion 

of social construction of technology (SCOT), Klein and Kleinman (2002) speak about 

technology design and development as a process in which “multiple groups, each 

embodying a specific interpretation of an artifact, negotiate over its design, with 

different social groups seeing and constructing quite different objects” (p. 29-30).  The 

image of the technology is relative, rather than a rigid feature of a work environment to 

be implemented, with a clearly defined nature, and logically corresponding 

consequences for behaviour patterns.  In research undertaken about technology using a 

social constructivist frame, the technology tends to fade into the background, with the 
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focus being on human elements of the equation above all else, which is in direct 

contrast to technological determinism.   

I find both views, located at the extreme ends of the spectrum, insufficient in 

some respects, as I would argue that non-human information-related infrastructure and 

artifacts are nodes of equal importance in the web of relationships that exist in work 

environments despite having no agency in a sentient sense.  Actor network theory (ANT) 

is particularly relevant with reference to this point.  As Prout (1996) states, “ANT rejects 

the assumption that society is constructed through human action and meaning alone.  

In contrast, ‘society’ is seen as produced in and through patterned networks of 

heterogeneous materials; it is made up through a wide variety of shifting associations 

(and dissociations) between human and non-human entities” (p. 200, emphasis mine).   

Showing the links between human actors and organizations in the health care system 

and the tools that make their work possible is a focus of this research.  Only by 

acknowledging the networked nature of the modern workplace, not just in terms of 

literal computer networks, but also in terms of the more ephermal relationships 

between tasks, tools, and culture, can we hope to make improvements to inefficient and 

ineffective areas of information management without derailing behaviours and 

structures that work. 

My research locates itself within a moderate social constructivist perspective 

that acknowledges the formative impact of tools on people and workplaces.  This 

perspective focuses on “technology in practice” – the view that technology shapes and 
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is simultaneously shaped by the environments in which it is placed.   Technologies are 

‘solid’ manifestations of politics, choices that have been made about priorities at some 

level, and are neither independently separate from and impacting the workplace, nor 

plastic and totally subject to local norms and needs. 

2.3.3 The Case for Ethnography  

In order to pursue improvements to information management strategies and 

support the evolution of current practices and structures into more streamlined and 

functional incarnations, it is necessary to develop an understanding of what people do 

in their jobs, and the constraints they face in performing work activities.  This 

understanding of their situated practices (focus on work processes), must be antecedent 

to any assessment or evaluation (focus on outcomes).  This is why it makes sense to 

pursue a qualitative study design, and to pursue an ethnographic design in particular.   

Ethnography also makes sense as an approach in this context because it is about 

building strong relationships and fostering dialogue.  These academic-stakeholder 

partnerships are key when it comes to conducting work that we hope will ultimately be 

transformative of work practice and organizational procedures on some level in this 

specific setting (Whistler Blackcomb).  Buy-in from local stakeholders is important – a 

sense of ownership in terms of feeling that they contributed to final recommendations – 

in order for research to become action.  The potential adoption by Whistler Blackcomb 

of design guidelines related to technology and information management emerging from 

this research offers a unique opportunity for further research building on this 
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exploratory work.  It is rare to find in-depth ethnographic work covering all stages of the 

integration of a new technology, looking at the work environment before changes are 

made, the process of active implementation, and the aftermath of the implementation 

of a new technology.  Being cognizant of local needs and values in the initial stages of 

the research process makes it more likely that the research will be sustained beyond the 

exploratory level. 

Using ethnographic methods, we can observe technology as it exists and 

functions in context, and learn about the ways in which it both constrains and dictates 

work patterns, as well as the ways in which individuals develop creative work-arounds 

or use technology differently than intended.  Similar methods have been used to good 

effect in other studies; for example, using ethnographic techniques, Balka et al. (2005) 

were able to observe, after the implementation of a new wireless call system in a major 

Canadian hospital, that the system was being used primarily as an alarm, rather than as 

a device to bolster communication between patients and medical staff on the wards, as 

was intended.   

Observation-based research makes sense in the Whistler Blackcomb case, 

because as Margolis notes (in Engeström, 1999), “when everyone in a community shares 

a habit, it ordinarily becomes invisible, for what everyone does no one easily 

recognizes” (p. 63).  Often, workers will be unable to articulate the nuances of their 

actual behaviours, simply because they are so routine.  In other cases, due to the 

influence of social acceptability factors, workers may give descriptions of their work 
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routines that they feel are ‘correct’ – talking about approved standard operating 

procedures rather than their actual activities.  Both of these factors make it necessary to 

compare the data gleaned from both observations and interviews, looking for 

inconsistencies.   

A combination of observations and iterative interviews with key informants 

ensures that the researcher develops as complete a picture as possible of the work 

environment.  Iteration is a key component of the study design – revisiting individuals 

and locations again and again as new concepts and theoretical structures emerge from 

the growing body of data is a hallmark of grounded theory work, and is important 

because it allows researchers to test their assumptions against the perceptions and 

knowledge of study participants (member checks). Iterative observations and interviews 

represent an important check both in terms of factual correctness, and in terms of the 

validity of the model that is being developed to explain features of work and actor 

behaviour in a system.  It is folly for a researcher to conduct their analysis in complete 

isolation from their subject matter, and their living sources.  With this in mind, a 

grounded theory approach is also reflected in the way that data were analyzed, and not 

just how it was collected in the field in the first place.  As indicated above, field notes 

and interview transcripts were imported into the qualitative data-analysis program 

NVivo, which provides a framework for the researcher to organize key materials, and 

develop an evolving body of codes that can be tagged with specific notes and 

comments. 
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2.3.4 Ethnography and Design 

So far, I have talked in some depth about examining technology ‘in context’, 

about seeking to understand the behaviours and organizational structures that 

inextricably bound up with these technologies, and about hopefully using this 

knowledge to suggest new avenues for technological development in pre-hospital care 

workplaces.  It makes sense, at this point, to unpack the notion of an information 

management ‘technology’ a little further.  How do we, as researchers, construe the 

concept of ‘technology’ in the context of this project?  How does that interpretation 

impact our choice of methods? 

An information management technology, as we investigate it here, is a designed 

artifact or process, tangible or intangible, that has been engineered to assist in or 

automate some aspect of data collection, analysis, presentation, and/or dissemination, 

more or less efficiently and effectively as the case may be.   The notion of ‘design’ is a 

key one in this definition, and an important thread throughout this project.  This 

research can be characterized on many levels as design research, as the field is 

described by Barab and Squire (2004), in that it is theory-focused, and seeks to build a 

model of pre-hospital handovers through ethnography and grounded theory methods of 

data analysis. It is interventionist, actively working with study participants to move 

forward with redesign of flawed technologies, and has been conducted in a naturalistic 

setting, involving extensive fieldwork.  The study is also iterative, in terms of data 

collection, analysis, and constant re-evaluation of proposed technological innovations as 

new knowledge is gained.  In terms of the intervention component of this research, we 
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feel that it is important to move beyond a simple consideration of the status quo.  

Engeström’s concept of expansive visibilization of work (1999) includes a temporal 

element, moving beyond descriptive ethnography of the present work environment 

(making current work patterns visible) to put an emphasis on active intervention in work 

practice, and the study of introduced technologies longitudinally, as their roles develop 

and change.    

In much literature that outlines the hallmarks of design research, a common 

assertion is that one of the most significant features of this kind of work is that it 

“focuses on understanding the messiness of real-world practice” (Barab and Squire, 

2004, p. 3).  That is exactly our concern here, to try to develop a more nuanced grasp of 

the particular brand of “messiness” that is information management practice and 

procedure in the pre-hospital care chain, particularly in the case of first responders, in 

order to produce recommendations that are sensitive to the constraints and 

affordances of the work environment.  This project is exploratory, and represents the 

first stage of the design process – an investigation of existing technologies (designed 

artifacts) and their relationships to environment and users that can act as the 

foundation for the formulation of new technological approaches (new system designs). 

2.3.5 Navigating Affordance and Meaning 

The term ‘user’, like design, is another concept that requires explanation – and 

some qualification – with regards to how it is employed in this study.  Almquist and 

Lupton (2010) argue that the term ‘user’ has problematic connotations, in that it frames 
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technology development as an issue of providing tools to passive consumers, and that it 

bleeds people of their agency.  The label ‘user’ does not adequately acknowledge the 

creativity with which individuals approach the artifacts in their lives, adapting them to 

their needs, and imbuing them with meaning and significance.  Almquist and Lupton 

(2010) advocate a design research approach inspired by both social science and the 

humanities, situating design research at the confluence of affordance and meaning as 

central concepts, with attention to both the potentialities of artifacts and the discourses 

that permeate and surround them (p. 14).   

In the case of this project, the spirit of the research was one of collaboration and 

consultation with our study participants at Whistler Blackcomb.  As academics, we 

acknowledge that while our expertise lies in analysis with a broader awareness of other 

work done in the field and relevant theoretical constructs, there is a wealth of practical 

expertise present in study participants who are specialists in their area of work and are 

often better prepared to speak to many related challenges and issues than any 

detached third-party observer.  They are not just ‘users’, but designers of technology in 

their own right, as the choices they make about how to integrate devices into their work 

practice based on the twin forces of affordance and meaning molds technology to a 

certain extent and can make it into something completely unanticipated by its initial 

architect. 

Affordances, as Gibson explains them in his 1977 introduction of the concept, 

are potentialities, opportunities contained in a designed artifact for a particular kind of 
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functionality (Gibson, as cited in Almquist and Lupton, 2010, p. 7).  According to Gibson, 

these functions are not dependent (socially-constructed) features, hinging on the 

perceptions of users, but are inherent and simply latent, and may be exploited or not, 

depending on how an individual conceives of an artifact.  In looking at use of technology 

in the workplace, the notion of affordances is useful in examining so-called work-

arounds and breakdowns in technological systems, which often involved the use of 

technological artifacts in ways that were unforeseen and unintended by the designer – 

the exploitation of unanticipated affordances.  For example, in the case of tracking 

occupational injuries at Whistler Blackcomb, sending incident data to WorkSafeBC (the 

provincial workers’ compensation agency), employees were able to use WorkSafeBC’s 

online electronic form to generate accident reports for in-house use, getting around the 

fact that WB’s internal system lacked a dedicated program providing the same service.  

Thus, the WorkSafeBC system afforded WB a workaround.  However, when WorkSafeBC 

abruptly reconfigured the content and structure of their online form, this disrupted 

what had become an internal record-keeping process at WB, introducing a new 

constraint.  

A focus on affordance and use is characteristic of a social science approach to 

design research – to gain a fuller picture of a technology, however, it makes sense to 

consider meaning.  What are the stories that are told about these technologies?  How is 

discourse manifested, crystallized and reinforced in the very structure and configuration 

of these technologies?  The work of Dorothy Smith (1990) is relevant here, as she has 

written about how politics, norms and values are embedded in the textual realities of 
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organizations, including the forms in use in these organizations.  As she puts it, forms 

can, in fact, be seen as ‘frozen’ social relations.  The questions an organization asks, 

what kind of information it is interested in knowing, reflect a hierarchy of priorities and 

a particular landscape of power dynamics, some of which become evident in the 

organization’s textual realities.   

2.3.6 Thoughts on Technology Assessment 

The evaluation of health technology itself is an interesting issue in terms of being 

an expression of priorities.  Health technology assessment (HTA) has not traditionally 

focused on computer-based technologies, locating responsibility for those systems, until 

recently, in the industry rather than the health portfolio (Balka, 2005 p. 11).  

Information management systems are invisible infrastructures, enabling medical 

professionals to care for patients without being seen as true health technologies in their 

own right.  One goal of our work in Whistler Blackcomb is to make such technologies 

that ‘run in the background’ visible and situate them as real and important parts of the 

health care system, by collecting data that shows how they fit into the trajectory of care, 

particularly at key junctures like patient handovers.  That data will then be analyzed to 

determine whether those technologies are effective or ineffective.  Our approach 

represents a science, technology and society spin on HTA, which is quite different from 

the classic emphasis that has been placed on quantitative data and derived statistical 

measures of “clinical and cost effectiveness” in technology evaluation (May et al., 2003, 

p. 698).  Oliver et al. (2004) note that HTA has become driven, in many sectors, by “a 

desire…to derive the maximum possible units of health ‘outcome’ from each unit of 
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health-care resource,” a very economic perspective (p. 1).  These authors are not alone 

in their conclusion, with HTA being widely painted as intensely efficiency and outcome-

oriented by other researchers in the associated literature (McDaid 2003, Davies et al. 

1994).     

The problem with this kind of quantitative, results-based view is that it tends to 

turn an assessment into a simple performance evaluation.  Technology is isolated, and 

the insight that can be gained from considering it as a situated object, existing in 

relation to other actors and objects, is lost.  Culturally, we have grown to place an 

inordinate amount of trust in numbers, numbers that we erroneously perceive as being 

objective and truthful representations of the real world.  Qualitative data is seen as 

subjective, tainted by the bias of human researchers.  Numbers, however, represent 

choices, just like descriptive statements – what we measure reflects choices about what 

attributes of a situation are important (Balka, 2009, informal presentation).  In the case 

of evaluating health information systems, numbers often cannot reveal the complex 

network of relationships in which these systems are enmeshed, making it difficult, if not 

impossible, to recommend significant changes to current practice that will sit well with 

users. 

2.4 Bringing the Threads Together: The Nature of Pre-hospital 
Care 

In this chapter, I introduced the Whistler Blackcomb care environment as an 

example of a pre-hospital care environment, and the patrollers at WB in their role as 

first responders, describing the typical feel of a day on the hill in terms of providing care 
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and managing incident information.  I discussed the network of information 

stakeholders who are linked to these first responders in terms of having a significant 

interest in the data that they collect. Finally, I laid out the methods I used to collect and 

analyze data, as well as the theory behind those decisions.  We chose ethnographic 

methods because we were interested in describing the setting – articulating challenges 

inherent in the environment.  In the chapter to come, I will expand on what those 

challenges are, and how environmental features impact information management work 

in the pre-hospital care chain.   
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3: THE ENVIRONMENT AS A CHALLENGE 

This chapter explores features of the kinds of environments in which first 

responders in the pre-hospital care chain do their work, and includes a discussion of 

how these environmental characteristics impact information management behaviours 

and strategies.  These factors impacting first responders include physical features of the 

care setting, as well as cognitive factors introduced by the kind of pressures that first 

responders encounter in the course of their work.  These elements are discussed with 

reference to specific examples from the Whistler Blackcomb case study.  This 

component issue, the challenges associated with accommodating and navigating the 

constraints imposed by a field environment, feeds into a consideration of the larger 

issue at hand – the fact that multiple stakeholders require access to information 

collected in the pre-hospital care chain.  These constraints, environmental and cognitive, 

have a significant impact on an individual’s ability to collect, record and ultimately hand 

over information effectively. 

3.1 Crisis Management 

In the case of the work conducted at Whistler Blackcomb, through observations 

and interviews, it was possible to investigate the nature of the relationships between 

workers, their technology, and their particular work environment.  Indeed, the impact of 

the work setting cannot be overstated in terms of how configurations of people and 

technology are organized.  Moving forward from the description of the environment laid 
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out in the previous chapter, I will now show how environmental factors constrain data 

management in this context.  For example, with regards to the Whistler Blackcomb bike 

park, patrollers are operating in conditions that are challenging in terms of exposure to 

the elements, as well as being time and resource constrained (both human and 

material).  Dealing with these constraints makes communicating more frequently 

necessary, and increases the need for those communication interactions to be high-

quality exchanges.  All of these constraints must be considered when it comes to 

evaluating the success of existing technologies, and evaluating potential new 

technologies for use in a field context.   

Looking at staffing, the number of patrol personnel scheduled to work on any 

given day during the summer is usually quite tight, compared to the winter.  This is 

especially apparent when a more major incident occurs, such as a Code 3 incident, 

which involves threat to life or limb. To clarify the taxonomy, a Code 2 incident 

ordinarily implies a spine board precaution and necessitates transport by emergency 

services.  However, alternately, the C-Spine may not be at risk, but the patient may be 

non-ambulatory and is placed on a spine board for that reason.  A Code 1 is a routine 

response to a low-grade non-threatening injury.  Patrollers will rarely, if ever, refer to a 

Code 1, as this category makes up the majority of their workload – Code 1 incidents are 

simply “calls”.  The patrol team is well-equipped to handle a steady stream of low-grade 

injuries, but a major incident often requires multiple patrollers to work together, with 

one leading the response and several others providing support, which means that the 
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patrol team’s capacity to respond to any additional incidents, even if they are low-

grade, is stressed.   

Technically, labeling an incident ‘Code 3’ means that patrollers should generate a 

more formal command structure or hierarchy than usual to resolve the situation.  

According to protocol, the first responder will notify the dispatcher, and then a field 

rescue leader will be appointed to assist the first patroller on scene, and he or she will 

become the sole contact point of the first responder.  The field rescue leader is 

responsible for directing resources and making them available to the first responder.  

Additionally, the dispatcher will call in an incident commander to manage response 

efforts related to the incident.  The difference between the field rescue leader and the 

incident commander is that the field rescue leader is on the ground, whereas the 

incident commander is more of a top-level, big-picture manager, and will address details 

such as making sure resources are available for those working in the field, as well as 

making sure that all responding staff, both on and off the field are coordinated and up-

to-date in terms of information.  The idea is that this response structure is separate 

from the rest of the body of patrollers monitoring the bike park and dealing with other 

incidents.  Procedurally speaking, this is how patrollers should respond to a Code 3 

incident.  In reality, however, patrollers note that, usually, because resources are 

limited, there are seldom enough personnel on hand to be able to generate a totally 

separate, focused structure for dealing with a single incident, and depending on the 

nature of the Code 3, the incident may be dealt with in a more flexible manner, 
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especially if EMT (emergency medical technician) assistance is close at hand, or if there 

are many bystanders to provide assistance. 

As for material resources, one key bottleneck in the provision of care to patients 

is the availability of on-hill vehicles for transport (Gators and first-aid trucks).  There are 

usually two first-aid trucks in operation, with the occasional addition of a third vehicle 

that is ordinarily driven by the mountains’ safety and risk management supervisor.  

Sometimes a vehicle will not be available immediately when a patient is ready to be 

moved to a more advanced level of care - communication related to coordinating the 

pick-up and delivery of multiple patients to the clinic, establishing and confirming the 

location of patients, Gators and trucks is a constant feature of patrol radio traffic. 

Mobility work has been described by Bardram and Bossen (2005) as “the work needed 

to achieve the right configuration of people, resources, knowledge and place in order to 

carry out tasks” (p. 136) and it is technology that does part of this work in this 

environment, facilitating coordination and communication when workers are 

distributed, in this case, across the side of a mountain, in this work environment. 

Material constraints impact another set of constraints – time constraints.  The 

provision of health care is an inherently time-sensitive activity, particularly for some of 

the traumatic injuries sustained in sports like downhill mountain-biking.  In the case of a 

Code 3 incident, patrollers need to move quickly.  Even in the event of a lower-grade 

injury, there is the issue of managing patient pain, and hence there is often pressure to 

move patients to a more sophisticated care environment with more tools and staff 
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available to offer care as soon as possible.  The daily challenge in this mountain health 

care environment is to engineer an effective confluence of people and resources, such 

that care is meted out in a timely fashion, and without errors.  Prioritizing who receives 

care most quickly in emergency settings is a constant theme in health care, typically 

referred to as ‘triage’ in this domain, and first-responders providing care in a mountain 

environment must frequently triage their patients, and make judgments about task 

precedence. 

3.2 Cognitive Variables 

Managing all of these environmental constraints can cause a considerable 

amount of stress, understandably.  Patrollers develop a variety of tactics to deal with 

this, from the most basic level of choosing how to conceptualize the nature of their 

work.  I stumbled upon this after asking what I thought was a fairly neutral question to a 

staff member: “So, how many rider-related emergencies would you say you have to deal 

with in the bike park during an average day of summer operations?”  The response was, 

“None.”  When I sought clarification of what, to me, seemed like a manifestly untrue 

statement, given the volume of injuries I was observing each day, I determined that the 

crux of the misunderstanding had to do with terminology.  The staff member preferred 

to refer to rider injuries as “incidents,” going on to say that these incidents were other 

people’s emergencies, not his, and that if he experienced these events as personal 

emergencies all day long, he would probably rapidly burn out and be unable to do his 

job effectively.    
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Because of resource constraints, patrollers are often multitasking, especially 

when it comes to collecting and recording data, as they will need to be soliciting 

information from the patient as they are providing first aid (bandaging an abrasion, 

splinting a leg, putting an arm in a sling).  Additionally, it is sometimes the case, for 

example, that a single first responder will be caring for multiple injured riders at a time, 

further complicating data collection.  Because of this, cognitive load is a concern when it 

comes to evaluating information technologies targeted for use in this work 

environment, and is part of the reason why simple pen-and-paper techniques like using 

a Rite-in-the-Rain have been so persistent.  A paper notebook can also stand up to the 

elemental abuse common in the bike park better than most technological devices, 

which are usually more delicate, and may not reliably withstand impacts, moisture and 

dust/dirt.  Hard-copy notebooks also don’t need to be charged, which may be an issue 

when first-responders are in the field all day, taking data consistently in the course of 

their many interactions with patients.  

Cognitive load has been shown to increase when an individual is splitting their 

attention between tasks.  An interesting and accessible example of this is research that 

has been done showing that individuals have increased reaction times to vehicle 

deceleration while doing basic tasks on a cell phone (Lamble et al., 1999).   Making 

choices about the design of technology for first responders should include a 

consideration of attention as a feature of human cognition.  It is possible to speak about 

two different levels of attention – exogenous and endogenous attention.  The 

exogenous level of processing can be considered a bottom-up, automatic response (i.e. 
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attending to a cell phone when it rings), contrasting with endogenous or top-down 

processes, which reflect a higher level of cognition and some sort of voluntary direction 

of attention, however minimal the effort involved (i.e. choosing to attend to an ongoing 

stream of radio conversation).   Exogenous attention is captured, whereas endogenous 

attention is directed.   

First response is an interesting environment in which to consider attention, 

because depending on the circumstances, it may make sense to facilitate or engage one 

or the other level of attention. However, each kind of attention requires different 

support in terms of technological features, and careful consideration should be 

undertaken with regards to the interaction between multiple information modalities 

(visual/audio), which may work at cross-purposes.  For instance, it may be desirable to 

have a patroller able to endogenously focus attention on a patient with the 

technological aid fading into the background, designed in such a way that it does not 

hijack the first-responder’s focus continuously with low-level, high-salience visual or 

audio features that pull attention on an ingrained perceptual response level. However, 

at the same time, it may be necessary and desirable under certain circumstances to be 

able to exploit this cognitive hard-wiring and capture a patroller’s attention exogenously 

in the case of an urgent alert (cell phone ring and/or flashing visual warning message on 

a handheld device).  It is also important to consider information modalities when talking 

about cognitive load -  it has been shown that while less interference (increase in 

cognitive load) results from two tasks taking place simultaneously in two different 
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modalities (the most interference results from two concurrent tasks in the same 

modality), some interference still results.  

3.2.1 Situational Awareness 

Thinking further about cognitive processes, situational awareness is also a 

relevant concept to understanding the demands of a first-responder’s work 

environment.  Situational awareness is the degree to which an individual is able to 

maintain a continually-updated, accurate perception of a complex environment that is 

sufficient to act effectively.  Much of the foundational research on the subject was done 

by Mica Endsley (1995), who worked with military pilots and air traffic controllers, as an 

aviator’s cockpit represents an environment characterized by continuously-changing 

displays that must be monitored in order for the aviator to perform effectively – to fly 

the plane.  In Endsley’s own words, situational awareness is defined as, “the perception 

of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the 

comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the near future” 

(Endsley, in Wickens, 2008).   There are spatial, temporal and semantic aspects to this 

concept.   

This concept is clearly relevant to the unique position of the first-responder.  

They work in high-stakes, dynamic environments, and their success hinges on their 

ability to take in new information, make sense of that information, and extrapolate 

forward as to what information and actions will be necessary based on the current 

situation. With this in mind, situational awareness can be conceived of as an exercise in 
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dynamic information management.  The handling of one incident I observed at Whistler 

Blackcomb demonstrates this clearly.  The mountain safety supervisor and I were sitting 

in a first aid truck in the lower mountain area, having just dropped a patient off at the 

clinic in the village.  The safety supervisor had been monitoring an ongoing Code 3 

(suspected cardiac) case at the Roundhouse (a chalet at the same elevation as the alpine 

patrol bump) via radio.  

Keeping tabs on the situation, he decided to execute a text-message blast 

procedure, forwarding critical incident details to fellow members of the senior 

leadership team.  Ordinarily, the blast would be initiated by patrol dispatch from the 

desktop computer in the alpine bump room using the online SMS application, but 

because patrol members knew that the safety supervisor was on-hill and monitoring the 

situation, he assumed that they would not contact him this way, leaving it to his 

discretion to send out a text blast.  The message he sent contained name, age, and 

“what they’re calling it”, in this case, a Code 3 suspected cardiac issue.  He coordinated 

with patrollers and the clinic to determine that an aerial evacuation crew was ready to 

go if needed, but the first responders on scene eventually determined that the incident 

rating could be downgraded to a Code 2, and that the patient had improved enough to 

be taken down from the Roundhouse in a truck to meet EHS at the highest possible 

transfer point on the access road.  The safety supervisor then began a consideration of 

how to accommodate the patient’s family (another part of his job description).  He 

explained that it was his role to make sure that, in serious incidents, the family of the 

patient is taken care of and kept in the loop as new information becomes available.  In 
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this case, that meant picking up the patient’s son at the CLC mid-mountain bump room 

and transporting him to the clinic to be with his father. 

Maintaining situational awareness is clearly key to resolving incidents such as the 

one described above successfully.  There is a substantial amount of communication and 

coordination involved in crisis management, and constant revision of response plans as 

new information is shared and evaluated.  In the case of this incident, the supervisor 

had to keep track of ongoing radio communications related to this Code 3 amongst the 

welter of other communications about unrelated incidents and logistics, develop a plan 

of action based on the most recent information available (i.e. coordinating an airlift) but 

also be able to totally revise that plan on a moment’s notice (i.e. organizing vehicle 

transport when the case was downgraded to a Code 2).  How, then, does a 

consideration of situational awareness and cognitive load impact the development of 

information management technologies for first responders, thinking about on-hill data 

collection and communication tools in particular?   

Situational awareness is a variable, an attribute that can (arguably) be measured, 

and is achieved to a fluctuating degree rather than being ‘achieved’ or ‘not achieved’.  

The information management tools that an individual is using as he or she functions in a 

complex, dynamic environment can either detract from situational awareness, splitting 

the worker’s attention in ways that causes him or her to process the changing variables 

in his or her environment more slowly, or, when they are successful, tools can be more 

‘transparent’, not siphoning off too much attention from critical tasks at hand.  The 
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most key feature of information technology tools designed specifically for use by first 

responders is that these tools are not a task in disguise in and of themselves in terms of 

navigating a complex electronic interface.  Rather, quality tools are aids that facilitate 

the management and resolution of the crisis situation, seamlessly integrated with work 

practice.  Tools that support situational awareness should exploit exogenous attention 

in terms of initially capturing a user’s attention in order to alert them to a changing 

variable (via high-salience visual cues or auditory signals), but aside from the initial 

capture, such devices should not continue to snare attention, as first responders are 

often multi-tasking in the course of their work.  This means staying away from 

continuously visually diverting layouts.   

There is a more subtle issue though, in terms of the impact of visual complexity 

(not just high-salience features) on attention and cognitive load.  The thing with 

electronic devices is that they can become gateways to whole other electronic 

‘worlds/environments’ that require another level of endogenous monitoring, attention 

and awareness.  The danger here is of the first responder developing tunnel vision and a 

decreased ability to multi-task because so much effort needs to be applied to get value 

out of a complex application.  Some applications allow navigation of such extensive data 

spaces that they have to integrate mechanisms to preserve the user’s sense of context 

within the program, let alone preserving awareness of the world beyond the interface.  

For example, this is seen in the case of information visualization applications (like Table 

Lens) that integrate distortion techniques that help preserve context as a user drills 
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down into details in one section of the visualization, by maintaining a lower level of 

detail in the rest of the visualization (Rao and Card, 1994).   

3.2.1.1 Situational Awareness, Schemas, and Organizational Culture 

Wickens (2008) makes an interesting point about situational awareness, 

clarifying that it should not be construed as overly tied to long term memory and our 

more static perceptions about the nature of the world.  Situational awareness is related 

to perception/knowledge/projection in dynamic situations changing second-to-second 

or minute-to-minute, rather than relating to relatively static knowledge about the 

greater structure of the work environment, involving things like organizational culture, 

standard operating procedures and relationships with external actors.  Wickens does 

state, however, that entrenched schemas or mental models do support situational 

awareness, by providing a framework for reasoning and processing incoming 

information in the moment.  Schemas are mental frameworks, sophisticated, heuristic 

structures that condition how we interpret new information, slotting it into place in 

relation to what we already know.  Harris (1994) describes schemas as “cognitive 

structures in which an individual’s knowledge is retained and organized…[which] also 

direct information acquisition and processing” (p. 309).  

 Some of the easiest schemas to understand are political.  Liberalism, for 

example, is a lens, a way of interpreting the social world and making sense of the events 

we perceive.  Schemas help us ‘construct’ key concepts like health.  Blaxter (2004) notes 

that notions of “health” and “disease” are abstract and relative, and are the result of 
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humans applying social discourse to concrete events in our world.  Pathology is a 

judgment, rather than a fact existing separately and organically.   

On one level, schemas are a system of mental short cuts – we have made 

intellectual commitments to certain theories that seem to apply broadly, and this 

relieves us from having to re-evaluate the basis of our judgments each time we 

encounter new information.  Relating this idea to the health care domain, when it 

comes to patient care, key schemas are revealed when it comes to evaluating how we 

construct people.  Are they patients, potential plaintiffs in legal cases, employees or 

some combination of the above?  The schema used (conditioned by the relationship you 

have to the situation based on where you are located in the network of people and 

organizations to do with health issues) affects what information is important to you as 

an actor.  This is the issue I touched on earlier in relation to the network of stakeholders 

who have varying interests in the information collected in the course of the pre-hospital 

care chain.  The schemas at play can impact how comprehensively data is collected at 

each point in a patient’s trajectory of care, as it may not be immediately obvious to the 

individual engaging with the patient why certain fields are necessary and valuable when 

each professional and organization has different information priorities.  The challenge is 

to collect and transmit sufficient data at each critical juncture in the care chain to fulfill 

the needs of all stakeholders, in the face of wildly differing immediate and extra-local or 

offstage information demands.   
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The key idea here is that organizational culture (either broad or related to a sub-

community within an organization) ultimately conditions information management 

behaviours, because culture implies certain patterns and systems of individual sense-

making (schemas) when it comes to evaluating certain anticipated kinds of situations 

with respect to pre-defined roles and responsibilities.  One kind of schema related to 

this is called a script, schemas that “contain knowledge of expected event sequences 

and appropriate behavior in specific situations” (Gioia and Manz 1985, Gioia and Poole 

1984, Lord and Kernan 1987, Martin 1982, from Harris, 1994, p. 313).  For example, 

many people have a script related to going into work in the morning – each day, as a 

matter of routine, they may park their car, pick up a coffee, greet co-workers on the way 

in, and check their email before beginning work tasks.  While there may be deviations 

from this in actual practice, the structure of expectations remains the same.   

Understanding that work habits ultimately flow from culture is another 

justification for ethnographic methods of inquiry in the case of first response and pre-

hospital care.  Harris notes that schemas can be both abstract and contextual, with 

schemas “in-situation” representing “a merger of the schema for the stimulus domain 

with the schema for the situation or context in which it is encountered” (Lord and Foti 

1986, in Harris, 1994, p. 312).  A stimulus domain schema would be a pattern associated 

with a certain activity (i.e. taking patient information), whereas a contextual schema 

would be a pattern associated with a certain setting (i.e. the bike park).  A response is a 

unique product of these two intersecting scripts – what this means is that design of 

technology for crisis management must come from an awareness of both the context of 
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response, and the likely character of the incidents that will occur in that context.  Each 

blend of stimulus and environment involves a unique set of “in-situation” schemas. 

It is our aim to understand this confluence of schemas, as it ties into the concept 

of situational awareness.  As mentioned above in relation to Wickens’ work, schemas 

should not be confused with situational awareness, as schemas represent a static 

system of evaluation mechanisms and systematized responses based on lived or 

historical experience, whereas situational awareness is the actual process of in the 

moment evaluation and projection into the future.  However, schemas clearly impact 

the process of situational awareness.  There are two key distinctions to be made.  First, 

that schemas are latent mental infrastructures (a system of reference), whereas 

situational awareness is an active process.  Second, there is also a difference in the 

temporal associations of the two concepts.  Schemas are derived from past experience – 

ways of knowing, or epistemologies, that make current experience easier to understand.  

Situational awareness is the perception of current phenomena, and the projection of 

how a situation may unfold into the future.  The link between the two concepts is that 

the codified knowledge of schemas conditions our current evaluation of new 

information and even what features of our environment that we are able to perceive, 

and condition our expectations of how things may progress (Taylor and Crocker 1981, in 

Harris, 1994, p. 310). 
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3.3 Moving Back Out to Crisis Management 

So, it is clear that there are both what I will call ‘external’ constraints (time, 

resources, manpower) as well as ‘internal’ constraints (features of human cognition).  

These constraints apply to the work of managing a crisis.  What are some features of 

crisis management as an activity?  First, I want to make a distinction between ‘ordinary’ 

and ‘extraordinary’ crises.  As Rojek and Smith (2007) note, crises are often 

conceptualized as infrequently occurring “disaster” events that an organization/actor 

may have no direct experience in dealing with, as is often the case in terms of mass-

casualty events resulting from natural disasters or human violence (p.589).   That kind of 

crisis is not the focal point of this research.  This work examines routine features of 

health care work that are characterized by high stress, high stakes and limited 

resources.  Managing a patient with a traumatic spinal injury in the bike park is all of 

these things.  ‘Routine’ emergencies (if any emergency could really be said to be 

routine) are definitely crisis events, but institutional/organizational learning and 

development have taken place in terms of managing these occurrences.  They are 

similar enough to past events to be supported by ‘routine’ response plans, whereas the 

same cannot necessarily be said of, non-routine emergencies, tragic but isolated 

incidents on a grand scale.   

Why am I bothering to make these seemingly minute distinctions?  I am 

interested in investigating the established work practices and structures of first 

responders (though these may be both official and ad-hoc in nature) by scrutinizing 

behaviour patterns in order to find out how information-related tasks that are done 
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frequently can be made more effective and transparent (with the adaptation of existing 

technology/introduction of new technology).   The goal is to contribute to 

organizational/personnel learning and growth with regards to data management, and to 

try to determine what strategies should be employed to support good data collection 

and transfer, support the provision of good health care, and, ultimately, support 

epidemiological research that will contribute to optimizing health outcomes.   

3.4 Bringing the Threads Together: The Environment as a 
Challenge 

In this chapter, I discussed the external (environmental) and internal (cognitive) 

constraints that are features of the domain of crisis management and shape the work of 

first responders.  In the next chapter, I will show how the factors, environmental and 

cognitive, that I have just articulated impact information management behaviours and 

the choice and use of technologies in a crisis response health care setting.  I will do this 

by discussing technologies currently in use by Whistler Blackcomb response staff, and 

the relationship of the constraints identified above to these technologies. 
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4: GETTING GOOD DATA: THINKING ABOUT TOOLS 

This chapter is concerned with the challenges associated with collecting, 

recording and communicating good data.  Here, I will link the environmental and 

cognitive constraints explored in the preceding chapter to existing methods and 

technologies employed for information management by first responders, again pulling 

from the work we did at the Whistler Blackcomb case study site to provide examples of 

tools in use, and their strengths and limitations.  Categories of tools include radio, hard-

copy, cell-phone and computer platforms.  Considering data quality is an important 

issue in the context of pre-hospital care where multiple stakeholders need access to the 

information collected, and data is moved around so much that maintaining that quality 

of that data for all parties across distance and across time is a real concern.   

In this chapter, the goal is to show where there are breakdowns in the 

effectiveness of the technological networks supporting information handovers, and to 

show which elements are functioning well, insight that can inform the eventual 

development of new technologies for this context that move the system toward more 

complete electronic information management, rather than information management 

involving an assemblage of often incompatible media.  As I go through each category of 

technology currently in use (each medium), it is important to keep in mind the earlier 

discussion of handover as a concept with multiple component parts (information 

collection, record-keeping, and transfer).  Some technological forms support certain 
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aspects of handover more than others, and the goal here is to identify which features 

make that support possible, with the goal of consolidating as many of those features as 

possible in future tools. 

4.1 Radio 

Considering day-to-day patrol operations, the radio emerges as a key 

information management technology.  Radio technology represents a synchronous form 

of communication – patrollers are able to both passively monitor the ongoing state of 

affairs, or actively interject with information in response to events as they happen.  

Radio technology could also be said to be supportive of “tightly coupled” work, as 

opposed to “loosely coupled” work (Pinelle & Gutwin, 2003, p. 75).  Here the term 

“coupling” re-emerges in a slightly different sense from its use in relation to reporting 

relationships, referring to how time-critical the exchange of information is, and how 

closely individuals must work in terms of integrating their various activities and tasks to 

achieve a successful result.  The pre-hospital care chain requires different strategies in 

terms of technology precisely because it is so tightly coupled, in comparison to other 

aspects of health care that often present looser relationships, like communication 

between referring primary health care providers (GPs) and specialist physicians.  The 

fact that the radio allows for passive monitoring of information exchanges as they 

happen goes a long way toward keeping all staff members up-to-date and aware of the 

latest developments on the hill. 
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Examining the radio as it is used in the context of Whistler Blackcomb patrol 

operations also highlights the benefits that can be associated with redundancy in a 

communication or information management system.  At Whistler Blackcomb, the radio 

supports this kind of positive redundancy (a back-up or fail-safe procedure) in that 

patrollers responding to incidents notify the dispatcher verbally via the radio with key 

patient details that they have collected (i.e. name and type of injury), data which is then 

recorded by the dispatcher on the dispatch radio log.  Sharing the information and 

making sure that it is recorded in more than one location both supports general 

awareness amongst the staff of ongoing incident response efforts, and ensures that if 

one information source is compromised or questioned, there is another source to 

consult.  Effective archiving of information is important, especially in the case of 

medicine and health care activities in general and evidence-based practice in particular.  

Having historical information to return to, in order to put new information in proper 

context is key to being able to provide quality care and to maintain continuity of care 

across disciplines and across providers.  

Considering this information-sharing dynamic also highlights the importance of 

technological support for the division of roles (role sensitivity), something that the radio 

does very well as a medium.  For example, in the Whistler Blackcomb case, the 

dispatcher plays the role of a coordinator, letting patrollers know about new incidents 

as they are called in, an activity which is well-supported by the radio, as all patrollers 

can tune into a common channel, saving the dispatcher from having to get in touch with 

each responder individually (one individual communicating to many).  The radio also 
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allows patrollers to feed information back to the dispatcher and other colleagues about 

patients as they collect it in the course of their work as front-line responders, a task that 

is part of their distinct role (one communicating to many).  Also, the radio allows 

organic, collaborative discussion to develop, allowing workers on the hill to build 

understanding and create plans (many communicating with many). 

4.2 Hard-copy Resources 

However, despite the effectiveness of radio communications in allowing 

patrollers to maintain a good overall impression of the trajectory of events in their 

workplace, it would be a mistake to assume that forms of technology enabling 

communication at a distance can meet all the needs associated with information 

handover between co-workers in this context.  As in the case of the fieldwork done by 

Nilsson and Hertzum (2005) with home-care workers, periods of face-to-face collocated 

discussion, often informal in appearance, are key to filling in gaps in knowledge and 

making sure all workers are aware of new events and deviations from standard 

procedure.  This is part of the reason why it is so hard to get away from paper forms for 

recording information – having the physical object, which can be linked into a 

conversation through gesture, helps individuals to relay information rapidly and build 

shared understanding.  With this in mind, a long-term recommendation for integrating 

new technology into the workplace of Whistler Blackcomb patrollers is to replace paper 

forms with applications that can be accessed from portable handheld devices.  In this 

way, data is collected electronically, but is still represented in a tangible way that can 

facilitate collocated collaboration and discussion. 
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There are significant challenges in moving from hard-copy to electronic data 

collection and presentation, however.  If a data visualization strategy is pursued for any 

aspect of the system (often necessary because visualizations help to condense 

information, which is key on small screens), the design team must confront a recurring 

issue in visualization science - the gap that necessarily exists between the raw data and 

the visualization of that data that is provided to the user. Developing a visualization is 

inherently a process of selection, as the richness of a given data set will not often allow 

every nuance and data point to be shown at once. The artistry and craft of good 

visualization comes in making smart choices about what information to present, when 

that information is presented, and how it is presented.   

For example, in their work on the DAVE_G interface, a geographic information 

system (GIS), the GeoVISTA team at Penn State University addressed three issues 

(content, user control of visualization and interface design), in relation to the display of 

geospatial information for crisis responders (MacEachren and Cai, 2006).  The GeoVISTA 

approach to refining GIS technology for use in disaster response was to look deeply into 

what roles are filled by visualization as an integral part of discussion, developing a 

conceptual framework that discriminates between different kinds of visual objects, as 

well as between different kinds of user intent in integrating those visual objects into 

discussion (MacEachren and Cai, 2006, p. 450-451).  Their discussion helps to illuminate 

the strengths of tangible visual media that supports interaction, and shows a possible 

future incarnation of the hard-copy artifacts that facilitate collaboration today. 
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MacEachren and Cai (2006) first confront the role of visualization in collaborative 

work at a conceptual level, drafting a framework that builds on several previously 

articulated theories, which are concerned with distributed cognition and boundary 

objects. The theory of distributed cognition suggests that, in the context of collaborative 

work, information and knowledge relevant to a given task or topic is rarely centralized, 

and can be spread not just among individuals in a discussion, but between human 

cognitive processes and external physical and technological artifacts (Ibid., p. 437-438). 

Boundary objects are artifacts that serve as an initial common basis for discussion, 

creating a shared space, however small, in which collaborators can begin to establish 

other areas of common ground and share insight and observations (Star and Griesemer, 

1989).  

MacEachren and Cai (2006) have managed to fuse these two theories in a viable 

framework for “understanding and supporting visual mediation” that can guide research 

into opening up geospatial visualizations to collaboration and multiple-user involvement 

(Ibid., p. 436).  Some of their sentiments echo the earlier comments of Chuah and Roth, 

who considered the importance of establishing common ground in creating successful 

collaborative visualizations. While Chuah and Roth (2003) focus on distributed, rather 

than co-located, collaboration, they discuss building common ground in electronic visual 

spaces through an awareness of features like shared objects and events, the history of 

those objects and user goals related to those objects (p. 1-2).  These same principles 

should be considered in any application being framed for use by first responders in 
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order to make adoption of the new technology more attractive in the face of 

entrenched routines surrounding collaboration which utilizes hard-copy materials.   

In the initial stages of trying to ‘sell’ a new technology, it makes sense to have it 

disturb existing, comfortable behaviour patterns as little as possible, otherwise cultural 

and organizational resistance from workers may prevent real change from ever being 

realized, as it is in a climate of resistance as well in instances of poor fit between 

technology and tasks where workarounds often flourish.  For example, one hard-copy 

fixture of the daily patrol morning work routine is the staff scheduling and trail check 

binder.  This binder contains a page for each work day, showing which patrollers will be 

working that day, who is allocated to each shift, and who is responsible for the alpine 

dispatch for the day.  This page will also have notes related to any special events 

happening that day.  Additionally, there are also pages listing all the trails in the bike 

park, with a place for patrollers to sign up to ‘check’ the trail, (which consists of riding 

that particular route on a bicycle to make sure it is safe to be opened to the public), and 

a place to sign off that they have completed the check.   

The binder is a key tool in the morning to give patrollers an at-a-glance idea of 

who they will be working with that day and who will be their dispatch contact, and to 

help them coordinate morning trail assessments.  If an electronic information 

management solution were to be introduced to replace it, it would need to present 

information clearly and simply and allow easy information input in just the same way to 

be considered an improvement rather than an expensive hindrance.  One option might 
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be a whiteboard-style device that both presents information and allows for free-hand 

addition of new notes.  Large displays such as  this have been researched for 

applications in other contexts involving the representation of geo-spatial data (Florence 

et al., 1996), with the benefits of increased screen real-estate and flexible data 

representation weighed against some of the usability issues currently associated with 

large-scale displays (Robertson et al., 2005).  An informational resource which fills the 

role of the morning roster and trail check sheet is essential to establishing an overview 

of the work environment for the day – a task which may not need to be integrated with 

other information tasks electronically.  

Thinking about how to improve the fit of hard-copy records into an information 

management system comprising a host of other tools and applications can be tricky, as 

can thinking about what kind of technologies might effectively replace hard-copy 

records.  The challenge with talking about the place of hard-copy information in an 

information management system is that hard copy documents are very seldom uniform 

in purpose.  Some documents are created for archival reasons, but others are informal 

notes and working papers that are meant more to stimulate discussion or aid in 

decision-making than be retained as a formal piece of evidence.  Such documents may 

include personal reflections and notations, information that is not necessarily 

appropriate to archive permanently and share widely, but may be critical to analysis and 

collaboration in the immediate context of resolving a situation. 
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4.3 Cell phones 

Along with the hard-copy information resources and the radio, cell phones play a 

significant role in information management related to crisis response, on both 

synchronous and asynchronous levels.  I often observed patrollers call one another on 

their personal cell phones to go into greater detail about a matter that was not 

universally salient for all the patrollers working at the time, making it inappropriate for 

radio communication.  Perhaps more significantly, though, there is an official emergency 

short message system (SMS) program in place for Whistler Blackcomb that allows the 

patrol dispatcher to send out a text message blast to key members of the senior 

leadership team (SLT), informing them that response to a high-priority incident is 

underway (a serious injury, for example).  As the safety and risk management supervisor 

put it, text messages were ideal because they put senior staff in the loop without 

interrupting whatever they were doing in a significantly disruptive way, allowing them 

to follow up at their own discretion, and to face requests for comment by the media 

with at least a basic awareness of the status quo.   

The fact that cell phones have already been integrated into information 

management practice on some levels bodes well for extending use of that platform to 

cover other tasks in the case of implementing information collection programs on 

handheld devices.  It would be a matter of extending existing functionality on a device 

currently in use rather than burdening first responders with a whole additional device, 

when space for gear is at a premium and multi-tasking with various devices is less than 

optimal in the field, particularly during winter operations.  Geographical network 
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coverage for cell phones over Whistler Blackcomb terrain is excellent.  According to the 

WB safety supervisor, the resort negotiated an agreement with a cell phone company 

that allowed it to place and utilize cell phone towers on Whistler Blackcomb property in 

exchange for providing the resort with comprehensive service.  The result is a solid 

existing cell infrastructure with few blackout zones, which could serve the area if the 

patrol wanted to go with a cell platform for electronic data collection. 

4.4 The Desktop Computer: The PIPE 

Some information management is currently handled electronically, though not in 

a coordinated system.  There are several applications (essentially forms with fillable 

fields) that can be accessed online through Whistler Blackcomb’s internal-use portal, 

called the PIPE.  These include the WorkSafeBC-related 7A form which employees must 

fill out to report an on-the-job injury, as well as an end-stage incident reporting form 

(unrelated to the 7A) where a limited selection of details from the paper bike park 

incident forms are entered.  According to the staff member who designed the bike park 

incident form itself to fit with patroller needs, only about 60% of the information 

collected on the paper form actually goes into the computer system to be stored 

electronically (the hard-copy forms are physically archived).   

For example, the whole section of the bike park incident form related to first aid 

is not included in the electronic form, which the supervisor speculates is because the 

clinical information emerging from an examination is not useful for the kind of statistics 

that Whistler Blackcomb currently generates, and is useful solely for patroller records.  
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There is also no field to include a description of the incident on the computer form.  This 

is interesting, because it is an example of the insensitivity of various worker 

communities within the pre-hospital care chain to each other’s informational needs—

not surprising given that the mountain’s focus is not health research.  The mountain’s 

administrative needs are met, but patrollers lack an easily-accessible electronic 

database that includes clinical information to review care practices, and any researchers 

engaged in epidemiological work related to care outcomes are missing two kinds of 

critical information, incident details and details of treatment.  Collating and analyzing 

information from hard-copy forms is extremely time-consuming, and any patterns or 

trends will be difficult to ascertain unless someone goes to the trouble of manually 

entering the information electronically so that it can be manipulated more effectively. 

4.5 Bringing the Threads Together: Thinking about Tools 

In the preceding chapter, I touched on a variety of different tools currently in use 

in the Whistler Blackcomb pre-hospital care context, which include a variety of media.  

These tools included radio, hard-copy, cell phone, and computer platforms.  This current 

blend of technologies has both benefits and drawbacks.  The patrol staff clearly benefit, 

for example, from the persistence of hard-copy records in terms of the capacity of that 

medium to support in-person discussion by providing tangible reference points.  The 

negative aspect of hard-copy records, however, is that information is locked in place and 

not easily moved between multiple stakeholders, many of whom are distributed across 

significant distance.  Beyond paper records, radio and cell phone communications 

devices work together to keep patrollers in synchronous contact.  Radios offer a way for 
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patrollers to passively monitor the stream of events in their workplace over a public 

channel, while cell phones make it possible for them to choose to move to a private 

communication channel if necessary.  Despite these key benefits, however, information 

communicated verbally is not captured unless recorded by the recipient by hand, which 

can generate some extra work.  In terms of electronic infrastructure, the management 

at Whistler Blackcomb understands the value of flexible, electronic information, 

evidenced by the fledgling computer network used to capture a partial amount of the 

total collected data in a variety of online forms.  This information can be more easily 

moved around and shared, but the fact that these electronic records are not complete 

(compared to all information collected across all media by the organization) is a 

significant weakness of the current incarnation of the system.  Only a portion of the 

total information collected is accessible electronically, exemplified by the fact that only 

sixty percent of all the data recorded on the paper bike park incident form is solicited on 

the electronic incident form located on WB’s internal network.  This has an impact on 

the kind of analysis and retrospective trend evaluation that can be done. 

Now that we have a sense of the strengths and weak points of current 

technologies and information management procedures and practices, in the next 

chapter, I will consider a more optimal future information management scenario, 

looking at that possible future and what it might entail, and the steps that will need to 

be taken to attain those goals. 
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5: THE WORK TO BE DONE: FOUNDATIONS AND 

FUTURE GOALS 

This chapter discusses the steps that need to be taken to move toward more 

effective handovers in the pre-hospital care chain, starting at the level of the first-

responder or first response team.  At the basic level, these steps include moving toward 

compatible data formats within and across organizations.  Building on that, later steps 

include pursuing new technological avenues that will allow electronic data handling 

from the first point of collection, smoothing record-keeping and information-transfer 

processes.  Ultimately, the goal is to introduce visual tools for information presentation, 

analysis and management.  The benefits (and weaknesses) associated with choosing 

visual tools will be discussed in this chapter, with reference to examples drawn from the 

literature showing how similar tools and techniques were tried in other first response 

contexts outside the health care domain (i.e. law enforcement, firefighting, 

crisis/disaster management) that are characterized by similar environmental pressures 

and constraints.  Moving toward fully-electronic data management fits with a 

consideration of the needs of multiple information stakeholders, and ultimately should 

make it easier for these actors and organizations to preserve the integrity of their data 

and share those data with others.       

5.1 Debunking the ‘Neutrality’ of Data 

One of the first things to appreciate about clinical data (or any data, really) is 

that it is constructed – it is not simply a neutral representation of fact as expressed in a 

positivist doctrine.  As Smagorinsky (1995) notes, “From a neo-Vygotskian perspective, 
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data are social constructs developed through the relationship of researcher, research 

participants, research context (including its historical antecedents), and the means of 

data collection” (p. 192).  Data is part of a discourse.  Information spaces are designed.  

They are the result of choices – value judgments that have been made about what 

information is relevant and irrelevant.  These choices dictate what care-related activity 

and patient traits are rendered visible or invisible, in terms of our medical records.  For 

example, as noted above, in the online form used by bike park patrollers to capture 

incident data, there is no place to input treatment details or a description of the 

incident.  Electronic information is more easily accessible and manipulable than hard-

copy-bound data in terms of generating an understanding of trends and statistics, and 

the fact that these clinical fields are not solicited on the online form suggests that there 

is limited in-house interest in analyzing and searching for this kind of care information 

(at least on the part of those who made the design decisions in constructing the online 

form).
1
  Blaxter (2004) points out that health itself, and conversely, disease, are 

concepts that have been socially constructed by humans (just like technology), and 

change over time with the ebb and flow of medical paradigms, and are not uniform 

across cultures (p. 28).  The way in which health is constructed in any given context 

affects what kind of data are considered important enough to record for future 

reference.   

                                            
1
 Having said that, trail locations of injuries are noted and changes are made to trails when it 

becomes apparent that an area seems linked to injuries.  This information is reviewed regularly 
by bike park staff. 
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The tendency to prioritize, selecting which data points are important based on 

the given stakeholder’s value system is even more pronounced in high-stress health care 

environments where time and human resources are limited.  In the Whistler Blackcomb 

bike park, patrollers that were engaged in first aid, and were focused on getting injured 

riders off the hill, would often focus on the data fields they felt were most relevant to 

current and future medical care when it came to collecting information.  Name, address, 

and vitals were routinely collected, whereas cataloguing the gear the patient was 

wearing or finding out how many days he or she had spent in the park would often fall 

by the wayside (fields drawn from the standard WB summer incident report form).  A 

concrete example of this was given by WB’s risk management staff member, who talked 

about his frustration during the management of an incident when there was too much 

focus on what he felt was an irrelevant field: 

So, you know, one of the things we’ve had here was just the phone… 

number of…a person missing. Well, I don’t really care about the 

person who’s missing’s phone number or address…I’m not gonna get 

a hold of them. I need to get a hold of the person who’s reported 

they’re missing ‘cause they are my witness. I need to be able to get 

them physically, talk to them, and have the ability to keep going back 

to that person. So, for someone to be wasting time, getting 

particulars about this [missing] person’s lifestyle, phone number, 

address, and town, what does that do me in this crisis?  It does me 

nothing. It just wastes time... 

  This kind of data-prioritization ultimately impacts the work of others in arenas 

that intersect the health care arena, such as the legal, administrative, and research 
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spheres.  Each of these contexts constructs a health care incident differently, and thus 

requires different data points that may or may not be available depending on earlier 

choices made about data collected and handed over throughout a patient’s trajectory of 

care.  It is easy to see how the practical and, indeed, rational behaviour of first 

responders (which may differ from the standard operating procedures on the books) 

impacts workers in other capacities. 

One of the highest priority issues in the case of Whistler Blackcomb’s response 

operations, or indeed, in any health care context when multiple organizations are 

involved  in managing aspects of an incident and need different data points for different 

purposes, is making sure that people throughout the trajectory of care have been 

educated about the  bigger picture of data collection.  Collecting and communicating 

data is work, and people work more effectively and efficiently when they have a good 

idea of the reasoning behind the tasks that they are called to do – this means making 

sure that the rationale for collecting certain data points not immediately relevant to the 

work at hand is made transparent to those responsible for collecting the data.  

An analysis of the in-house formwork of Whistler Blackcomb, as well as the 

associated formwork issuing from organizational partners of the resort corporation like 

BC Ambulance and the Canada West Ski Areas Association (CWSAA) was an integral part 

of our research, and through that analysis we were able to identify several different 

data agendas.  In some cases, eliciting liability-related information was most important 

in terms of being able to deal with legal issues related to on-hill incidents; in other 
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cases, administrative details were paramount; in still others, extensive clinical 

information was solicited.  Essentially, the ‘meaning’ or significance of an on-hill incident 

was constructed in different ways in each case, impacting which data were deemed 

important enough to track. 

Another example of how agendas within a work environment influence 

information collection and management is in relation to organizational culture and its 

influence on technology development.  Whistler Blackcomb’s corporate history is that it 

used to be run as two separate mountains, by two separate companies.  Over the years, 

two very different modes of operation evolved with respect to the standard operating 

procedures and overall organizational culture of patrol staff at these two mountains.  

Blackcomb had stronger links to the ambulance service and formal medical system, with 

many patrollers also working part-time as EMTs, and an established program for getting 

physicians involved in on-hill care in a volunteer capacity.  On-hill care beyond basic 

stabilization was an accepted part of practice, and was consistent with the high level of 

training of EMTs compared to patrollers with non-EMT qualifications.  Whistler, on the 

other hand, the first established mountain, uses a model of care that includes less on-
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hill treatment, with more of a “scoop-and-run mentality,”
2
 the goal being to package the 

patient and move him or her off the mountain to definitive care as soon as possible. 

Although the mountain is now a single corporate entity which includes both 

Whistler and Blackcomb, there are continuing differences in attitude and practice, and 

forms are still not uniform across both mountains, despite the fact that both Whistler 

and Blackcomb have been owned and operated as a single resort by Intrawest 

Corporation since 1997.  For example, forms in use on Blackcomb include space for the 

capture of more comprehensive clinical information, and even the forms in use by 

winter patrol dispatchers for the two mountains are different in this respect.  Relating 

the concepts of meaning and affordance to this data collection example, it is easy to see 

how a consideration of meaning (discourse and identity) can inform a reading of work 

practice, and makes it clearer why information collection artifacts (forms) are developed 

with a certain set of affordances (fields) in one circumstance but not another.  However, 

it should be noted that efforts are well underway to harmonize forms. 

Interestingly, while there is only one set of operations during the summer in the 

bike park, patrollers are drawn largely from the winter staff of both mountains who 

have both skiing/snowboarding and downhill biking skill sets, and patrollers retain their 

sense of identification with either a “Blackcomb” or a “Whistler” approach.  There is an 

                                            
2
 “Scoop-and-run” (as opposed to “stay-and-play”) is a philosophy of pre-hospital trauma care that 

emphasizes expediting a patient’s transfer to definitive care and transferring him or her as 
quickly as possible as being most beneficial to the patient’s long-term health outcomes 
(Liberman, 2004).  This concept is closely linked to the concept of the “golden hour,” the view 
that “trauma patients have better outcomes if they are provided definitive care within 60 
minutes of the occurrence of their injuries” (Lerner and Moscati, 2001).  It is worth noting that 
this is not an uncontested matter, with proponents of both “scoop-and-run” and “stay-and play” 
approaches providing sound arguments for their practices. 
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articulated awareness from both groups that there are differences in ethos and resulting 

practice, as well as a general agreement on the nature of the difference, and patrollers 

carry this discourse with them over the course of their summer work.  One of the 

biggest challenges (and biggest priorities) in the process of overhauling the on-hill 

incident information management system will be to implement standard means of data 

collection - and a standard approach - across the resort.  However, despite the 

difficulties related to entrenched workplace culture, the two approaches cannot persist.  

Whistler Blackcomb is dealing with differing data demands (in terms of both content 

and formatting) from external partners in relation to incidents, and having to work to 

synthesize information collected in a variety of different formats internally only makes 

this reporting out process more arduous. 

5.2 The Perils and Perks of Standardization 

The Whistler Blackcomb resort, encapsulating two very different work cultures, 

is a perfect microcosm for gaining insight into the debate on standardization in the 

health care system, in terms of standardizing data management policies and practices, 

and the associated difficulties.  The contentious question is this: is it better to apply a 

general information management solution system-wide (across multiple organizations) 

to maximize compatibility, data transferability and analysis possibilities, or, is it better to 

go with tailored local solutions that harmonize with unique local work practices and 

priorities?   

As Berg (1999) notes, the provision of health care is seldom clear-cut in terms of 

procedure, with real-world events deviating from standard scenarios at many junctures.  
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The ‘best way’ to collect and manage health information is similarly fluid and dependent 

on context, which is supported, for example, by the “abundant sociological evidence as 

to the information-richness of free text and the practical efficacy of brief, handwritten 

notes,” media which are very flexible, allowing a variety of different approaches to data 

recording (Berg, 1999, p. 92).  However, proponents of standardization argue that there 

is a net gain in terms of effective information management when it comes to increased 

interoperability of information systems – support for different approaches is reduced, 

but the ability of different actors to talk to one another and share compatible 

information is increased.  Van Ginneken (2002) includes increased information 

accessibility and readability, ease of report generation, record completeness, and 

decision support among the benefits issuing from the introduction of standard 

information management measures feeding into an electronic record.  In the specific 

context of pre-hospital care, the key benefit is being able to link records from different 

sources throughout a patient’s trajectory of care.  Currently, even trying to match 

something so simple as a patient’s name across records can be challenging.   

For example, on the bike park incident form, the field for recording the patient’s 

name is open, with the data collector able to use any format they wish (i.e.  Billy Smith).  

However, on WorkSafeBC’s first aid report form, the data collector is instructed to 

format the subject’s name as ‘last name/first name/middle initial’ (i.e. Smith, William 

P.).  Is this the same individual?  Sometimes, because of the differences in field 

formatting, there is no way to know without attempting to cross-reference multiple 

other fields.  Even this strategy is of no use in some instances, however, as some forms 
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only have one or two fields in common, which may not be enough to establish a reliable 

link between records.   

There are clearly benefits and drawbacks to standardization, and part of our 

work at Whistler Blackcomb has attempted to clarify to what extent standardization of 

information management tools and procedures is appropriate in the context of pre-

hospital care.  In the case of standardizing information handovers in particular, the logic 

is that creating common ground by introducing standard operating procedures makes 

for more effective communication.  Solid common ground means that interactions do 

not need to be negotiated each time because participants have an understanding of 

what should take place.   As Hellesø and Lorensen note (2005), introducing electronic 

information management systems means generating “expectations about the exchange 

of information” (p. 818).  This mimics an aspect of the manufacturing plant I touched on 

earlier – the efficiency of manufacturing is derived from each worker’s understanding of 

his or her task, and his or her understanding of what to expect from the previous worker 

in the production process.  Proponents of standardization are trying to tap some of this 

efficiency for health care by codifying what data points should be transferred, in what 

order, and in what format, arguably reducing the likelihood that critical information will 

be lost or forgotten.   

The countering voice, however, argues that data management activities need to 

be sensitive to the requirements of local work contexts (Hanseth et al., 1994).  

Attempting to impose a generic information management solution on a work 
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environment without adequate consideration of its needs can result in endless post-

implementation revisions to a system, as was the case with the introduction of the 

Generic Forms Tool (GFT) in a large telecommunications organization.  The GFT was a 

tool that was intended to handle all forms currently in use by the organization.  

However, it was a centralized application that “failed to take into account…many 

regional differences in procedure and terminology” across the large organization, and 

ran into difficulty because of this insensitivity to local needs (Taylor et al., 2001, p. 7).  

The optimal response, though, lies somewhere in between complete standardization, 

and completely unique (and thus incompatible) systems for each organization.  While 

complete standardization is obviously impractical, given the vast diversity of health care 

work environments in the province, some measure of commonality is beneficial.  The 

open question for researchers is determining how much standardization should occur 

and where such standardization should occur.   

Perhaps the most helpful concept, in terms of thinking about introducing a level 

of standardization, is that of the boundary object (Bowker and Star, 2000; Star and 

Griesemer, 1989).  Boundary objects have been described as “objects that both inhabit 

several communities of practice and maintain some sort of constant identity” (Bowker & 

Star, 2000, p. 15-16).  Thinking about the pre-hospital care chain, in an ideal world, it is 

key data fields that should function as boundary objects, retaining semantic integrity (a 

standard meaning) as they are shared between organizations and individuals, but 

remaining flexible enough to be re-structured according to the demands of each local 

workspace.  That is the first challenge – reasonable standardization of some aspects of 
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information objects.  The next challenge is achieving some modicum of standardization 

when it comes to behaviours and procedures related to handling and transferring those 

information objects. 

In the case of pre-hospital care, being able to move data around is an issue that 

is not restricted to communication between clinically-oriented organizations and actors.  

As we got deeper into our analysis of Whistler Blackcomb’s information management 

needs, we soon realized that they needed to report out information to multiple 

interested parties, from Canada West Ski Areas Association to WorkSafeBC to legal 

bodies, and that each of these organizations have different requirements in terms of 

what information they require (fields) and how they want that information presented 

(field formatting).  With information streaming in to administrative workers from 

patrollers in the field that is in a certain fixed format, there is a clear issue of efficiency 

and possible introduction of error in terms of having to process and often re-enter data 

before it can be passed on. 

In terms of handovers and preserving quality and continuity of care, the fact that 

data management procedures can vary so radically from organization to organization 

can impact how easy it is for health care providers downstream in the system to find out 

details about a patient’s immediate treatment history in a timely manner.  This problem 

is compounded by the cultural tendency within the medical/care system toward 

redundancy – at each new level of care, practitioners are prone to start from scratch 

and reassess the patient from the bottom up as a matter of personal responsibility and 
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due diligence, despite receiving information about the current and prior status of the 

patient from the care professional handing-off the individual.  This results in duplicated, 

occasionally contradictory information that is recorded in numerous different formats 

and not linked together.  (It is important to keep in mind, however, that there can be 

positive aspects to redundancy as a fail-safe mechanism, as discussed above in relation 

to patrollers relaying information to dispatchers via the radio.)    

5.3 The Field: The Most Basic Unit of Analysis   

In the pre-hospital care chain, the retrospective tracing of patients through the 

records generated in this sector of care is a major challenge.  This can be a significant 

stumbling block when it comes to making care choices based on a complete 

understanding of a patient’s previous care, as well as conducting epidemiological health 

research related to improving health outcomes and quality of care.  Even within a single 

organization, generating a full-featured portrait of a patient, pulling together all the 

disparate documents related to a specific incident, can be challenging.  In the case of 

our work with Whistler Blackcomb, we conducted an exploratory analysis of in-house 

formwork, looking at where (on which forms) certain fields appeared, generating a 

matrix showing both field frequency and field formatting.   

In completing this analysis, we determined several things.  First, there wasn’t a 

lot of overlap or commonality in terms of included fields on incident-related in-house 

forms, as the in house forms all served quite different purposes.  However, exceptions 

to this were the patient name and date of incident fields which appeared across most 

forms.  If at least one other common field could be assured across the whole body of 
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formwork (for a total of three fields required for optimal data matching), such as 

another demographic field such as date of birth, it may be possible to implement a 

limited standardization of just the format of these three fields.  Using an array of 

identifiers to match and link records is preferable to an “all-or-none” tactic, which 

involves using a single unique identifier for each patient (i.e. CareCard number), as the 

value of such unique identifiers is impacted by the common issue of recording errors 

(Gill et al., 1993, p. 317).  Ensuring that multiple points are standard across forms in the 

case of Whistler Blackcomb’s record-keeping would make it feasible to use a 

triangulation search strategy and trace patients within the in-house database more 

effectively.  Searching using three data points (triangulation) rather than two reduces 

the likelihood that the records of another patient (e.g., with the same name) are 

unintentionally mixed in.  This strategy was used to good effect in Australia, where 

police and hospital records were linked to generate the Western Australian Road Injury 

Database (Rosman, 2001).  In this case, name, gender, and date of birth were the three 

fields used to connect records held by different organizations. 

Of course, at Whistler Blackcomb, not all records are contained in a single, 

operation-wide, searchable database as of yet, but are rather spread across hard-copy 

folders, online applications and closed local databases.  This analysis merely indicates 

that the potential exists for small-scale, minimally disruptive standardization in this 

regard, that could make information synthesis across sectors in a single organization 

much easier. Table 1, below, summarizes the status of fields across the 26 forms we 
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reviewed.  The digital appendix included with this thesis contains a matrix showing 

which fields appear in which forms, and indicates field structure.   

So, to recap, the first order of business for achieving effective circulation of 

patient information in the pre-hospital care chain is making sure information 

management procedures and practice are standard within an organization.  The next 

goal is achieving a measure of standardization across a community of organizations, 

which brings into consideration the issues surrounding data merging and the methods 

by which data are collected at different points in the trajectory of care.  Supporting 

inter-organizational data merging also requires attention toward field formatting to 

ensure that data are captured in a manner that allows them to be transformed as 

required by different information users (i.e. dates should be entered as three associated 

fields – one for day, one for month and one for year – rather than as a single field). 

Table 1 - Field Formatting of Possible Triangulation Fields 

Patient name 21 forms with open 

formatting 

2 forms with semi-

structured 

formatting 

(last/first/middle 

initial) 

1 form with semi-

structured 

formatting (given 

name/middle initial) 

Date of incident 16 forms with open 

formatting 

6 forms with semi-

structured 

formatting 

(month/day/year) 

2 forms with semi-

structured 

formatting 

(day/month/year) 

Date of birth 4 forms with open 

formatting 

3 forms with semi-

structured 

formatting 

(month/day/year) 

2 forms with semi-

structured 

formatting 

(day/month/year) 
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5.4 Data Merging 

A key issue is that data moving through the care chain, farther and farther from 

where it originated, loses its ‘history’ – its context of collection.  It has been suggested 

that data points should be ‘tagged’ with meta-data concerning how they were collected 

(with notes on methodology), by whom, and for what purpose, in order that data 

collected under identically-labeled fields with different semantic underpinnings are not 

unintentionally combined (Schuurman & Balka, 2009).  A classic example of this is the 

questionable credibility of statistics to do with emergency room wait times (Schuurman 

& Balka, 2009, p. 90).  Depending on the institution, the beginning and end of a wait 

may be constructed as very different points – for instance, a wait end-time may be 

logged as when the patient was able to see an admitting nurse, or when the patient was 

able to see an attending physician (Schuurman and Balka, 2009). The fact that meta-

tagging strategies are not currently in place represents a problem when secondary data 

consumers like researchers doing epidemiological work need to combine data from 

different sources in order to evaluate things like health outcomes.  Balka (2005) argues 

that the production of health indicators should be a concern of researchers in the field 

of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), and I would argue, further, that 

health care providers themselves should be aware of their role in producing health 

indicators, as medical professionals are the collectors and disseminators of the data 

used to generate the statistics that will ultimately influence their own practice.    

The ability of these medical professionals to diagnose and treat patients 

effectively is directly impacted by research efforts looking at disease and injury, and 
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research findings are based on information that health care providers and support staff 

collect themselves every day as front-line workers.  Constructing health indicators 

involves integrating data collected throughout the trajectory of care, and a more 

complete understanding of how current data management technologies at different 

stages and locations of care fit together and inter-relate (or not) is necessary to evaluate 

the quality, characteristics and contingent compatibility of data available from different 

organizations.  Currently, merging data from different, poorly documented sources runs 

the risk of leading analysts astray by combining data in semantically nonsensical ways.  If 

meta-data are collected and preserved, more powerful analysis is possible, as the pool 

of information upon which analysis can be conducted confidently grows.  As a final note, 

quality and format of data as it impacts data integration is not just an issue with delayed 

impact in terms of esoteric research – it is also an immediate, practical issue.  

Consolidating health records to create successful electronic patient records (EPR) also 

hinges on successful data merging, in that records that are currently separate are often 

also constructed according to differing logics in terms of field formatting, and in terms 

of the differing semantic nature of fields that may seem identical at first glance.   

Schuurman and Balka (2009) address many of the issues associated with data 

merging, data analysis and communication in relation to the concept of boundary 

objects in their paper looking at emergency room triage systems.  A significant thread in 

that paper is that optimally captured, stored and shared data will essentially act as a 

boundary object.  As articulated by Star and Griesemer (1989, p. 393), a key 

characteristic of boundary objects is that “[t]hey are weakly structured in common use, 
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and become strongly structured in individual site use,” making it possible for actors to 

find common ground in their interactions engaging with boundary objects.  If health 

data is flexible in this way, so that it is plastic at the general level, facilitating 

communication and data merging, and more rigidly formatted at the local level, allowing 

work to be done with data, it can act as a common reference point amongst different 

organizations, and, on the smaller scale, between different health care workers.  The 

logic is that organizations can put information out there in a flexible format, with 

structure stripped away or made malleable, while still retaining the semantic integrity of 

the information, and then it can be picked up by other agents who will then apply their 

own structure to get value from the data by doing work with it, potentially combining it 

with data they already possess.  This is really just another way of describing an effective 

handover process. 

Consequently, building on the earlier discussion of standardization, not only is a 

certain level of standardization related to key fields necessary, but there must also be 

attention to standardization of the procedures used to generate the data points that 

wind up in those fields, which are generally taken at face value as comparable, but may 

not actually be collected with reference to the same metric.  In those cases where 

standardization of methods is impractical, thorough documentation and tagging of data 

points is necessary to maintain the quality of information as it flows through the system 

and is used for analysis. 
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5.5 The Goals 

The material covered in this chapter and the greater document points to several 

areas that must be addressed in redesigning information management strategies in the 

pre-hospital care chain. From the material discussed above, these key issues have 

emerged: 

1. In the short and medium term, individual organizations should work on 

standardizing internal methods of data collection and communication to 

the extent that internal records are relatively uniform and easily 

accessible, with an understanding that there should be some level of 

accommodation for differences in practice in light of environmental 

constraints and pressures.  

2. Concurrently in the short and medium term with striving for internal 

standardization, organizations that work together and frequently share 

information should discuss the merits of introducing a limited 

standardization of certain data-related practices across organizations, 

with the aim of making handovers more efficient and effective, as well as 

reducing the amount of needless additional labour that goes into re-

structuring data provided by partners that does not conform to internal 

requirements.  Ideally, with internal standardization and limited inter-

organizational standardization progressing in tandem, a dialogue 

between actors should be established to ensure that standards adopted 

internally are compatible with the needs of information partners, or that 
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data is rendered flexible in order that it can be presented in different 

formats depending on the needs of the recipient.  This will have to be 

undertaken with reference to the governance environment which has 

implications for information-sharing between care providers (with 

regards to privacy and confidentiality of patient information).   

3. A further goal in the medium term is making sure that health and 

incident information are tagged with meta-data concerning how the data 

were collected, in order to make analysis using that information more 

trustworthy. 

Finally, in the long term, once these foundational steps are achieved related to 

securing quality of data and ease in moving it around, the focus can shift toward 

overhauling the fundamental nature of information collection, presentation, 

communication and analysis, breaking away from hard-copy recordkeeping to embrace 

fully electronic information management.  The end stage goal is to be able to harness 

the analytic power afforded by information visualization. 

5.6 The Ultimate Goal: Visual Analytics 

The rationale behind driving toward information visualization for data 

presentation and analysis as a goal in this context is simple.  Information visualization 

emerged as a strategy for dealing with massive information overload, a condition of 

existence in our technology-saturated modern world.  The information overload that 

first responders experience in the course of crisis management is just a more extreme 
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version of the ambient status quo in most workplaces today. If done effectively, 

representing information visually is one of the most effective ways to condense it – 

showing more data using less space, and making it easier to get the gist of an 

information space quickly is exactly what is required in a high stress, limited resource 

context such as first response.  The reason I list this as an end-stage goal is that the 

success of information visualization hinges on the quality and quantity of data available.  

Hence, it is important to ensure that optimal data collection procedures are in place in 

earlier stages of work process and technology redesign.  The old computing adage holds 

true: garbage in, garbage out.   

The impetus for some of the foundational work in visual analytics and 

information visualization was actually crisis management related.  In the case of North 

American research and development, it was the terrorist attacks of 9/11 that 

precipitated heavy U.S. government investment in any technology that might make it 

possible to anticipate and manage possible similar future events.  Looking at the tragedy 

retrospectively, it appeared that multiple intelligence failures had transpired in terms of 

a failure of organizations to communicate critical information effectively to one another, 

and to successfully interpret the data that they had.  The outrage over the disjointed 

response to Hurricane Katrina also added fuel to the fire, touching off a wave of 

research related to technological coordination of agencies and individuals engaged in 

emergency response, collaborating across jurisdictional boundaries (Rojek and Smith, 

2007).  The political will to fund visual analytics (VA) grew out of crisis, and 

consequently, substantial work has been done related to developing visual data 
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management solutions for first responders as a key user group.  The focus, right from 

the beginning with the drafting of research goals for VA as a field in Illuminating the 

Path, a cornerstone publication in this area of work, has been to put tools in “the hands 

of analysts and emergency responders” (Thomas and Cook, 2005).   

However, much more attention was paid in many cases to working to address 

the limitations of hardware and software, rather than focusing on the social factors that 

would impact the technology once it was introduced.  In this section, I hope to discuss 

some of the significant technical advances that have been made in the design of tools 

targeting first responders, in relation to the understanding of the first responder work 

environment that I have attained through ethnographic research, looking at how 

different visualization strategies might be applied in the case of pre-hospital information 

management and incident response.  This thesis is ultimately about advocating for a 

firm grounding for visual information management strategies, and argues that tools 

should be both technically and socially sound. 

5.6.1 Roles for Technology to Play 

The 9/11 example is an interesting one – the authors of Illuminating the Path 

note that not only could advance awareness (springing from effective 

communication/information-sharing between agencies) have been improved by more 

effective information management practices and technology, but on-site, live crisis 

management during and following the attacks could have been similarly improved 

(Thomas and Cook, 2005).  These are the two kinds of support functions that technology 
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can play, which I will be discussing in relation to some visualization-based tools that are 

out there: first, information management as it relates to live data management in the 

field during a crisis, and second, facilitation of ongoing communication patterns the rest 

of the time (information dissemination and analysis). 

Much of the material in this document has had to do with collecting and moving 

data around, without looking as deeply at the operations performed on that data in 

terms of using it for analysis, because data collection mechanisms and mobility are 

necessary precursors to assessment and decision-making.  I now move from a 

consideration of the challenges to getting good information to a consideration of the 

challenges associated with using it, looking at visual analytics, which has been defined as 

“the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” (Thomas 

and Cook, 2005). In the next few sections, I will be looking at examples of different 

hardware/software combinations that have been tried in an array of first response 

contexts that are characterized by some similar constraints as pre-hospital health care 

environments, looking at technological tools designed for use in disaster response, 

firefighting and law enforcement contexts.   

5.7 Mobile Visual Analytics for Crisis Management 

Though any move to fully electronic data collection and analysis in the pre-

hospital care chain would be a long-term goal, in terms of building the organizational 

and political will necessary to change long-standing existing practices, there are clear 

benefits inherent in moving toward a computer-based visual solution.  The goal is to pair 

two key functions in an effective way: representation of current situational data to 
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bolster shared awareness in the distributed workplace that is the bike park, and capture 

of new patient data as the day unfolds.  Because most workers in the bike park are 

extremely mobile, developing an application for a handheld platform is a priority, but it 

may also make sense to develop a support application for use on a workstation, 

essentially designing two niche-specific programs, one for the patroller, who is actively 

responding to incidents, and one for the dispatcher, who plays a coordinating role and is 

largely stationary. 

Looking at relevant research about handheld devices, David Ebert and his team 

at Purdue have developed a portable visual analysis tool using standard, commercially 

available handhelds. The emphasis in this research has been on working toward the 

effective display of dynamic, real-time, incoming data with a particular focus on the 

temporal and spatial dimensions that are important in monitoring the trajectory of an 

incident. This fits with the priorities in the WB case of both visualizing existing data and 

contributing to that body of data on a live, ongoing basis.  Situational awareness has 

been described as a looping process, involving continual re-assessment of the 

environment, comprehension of new variables, and projection of the likely effects of 

those variables, so the spatial and temporal data dimensions are critical (Endsley, 1988).  

The Purdue application clearly supports situational awareness, and it would be 

worthwhile to wed this data-presentation component to a simple, flexible data input 

portal for capturing patient data.   
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In their initial discussion of a mobile visual analytics (VA) application, Kim et al. 

(2007) experiment with several different information overlays on top of a static floor 

plan image, using test data that models a building evacuation due to fire, based on a 

real incident that occurred in 2003 at The Station nightclub in Rhode Island. In a later 

expansion of the project, the Purdue team revisited the initial design in the context of a 

live-action simulation in order to test the performance of the system in managing real-

time data flows (Kim et al., 2008; Maciejewski et al., 2008) (See Error! Reference source 

not found., p. Error! Bookmark not defined.).  Clearly, while a building floor plan-type 

visualization is hardly applicable to a mountain health care environment, we are looking 

here at how general features can be adapted for a new use context.  For example, that 

floor plan image could easily be replaced with a map of resort terrain.  The key is that 

this system supports real-time data flows, which would go a long way toward helping 

patrollers manage scarce resources on the mountain and maintain a current awareness 

of the state of affairs in the resort area.   

 

Figure 2 - Health Colour Taxonomy as Implemented (L), Deuteranope Simulation (R) (Kim 
et al., 2007, p. 40) 
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One of the Purdue system’s possible overlays visualizes sensor data, showing the 

health status of the individuals within the diagrammed building, as well as mapping 

their location. The visualization displays health levels dynamically using colour, with 

green signifying a healthy individual, red signifying unconsciousness, and hues within a 

yellow to orange gradient signifying health levels between those two extremes (Error! 

Reference source not found., left). This provides the user with a continuously-updated 

stream of information that contributes to their situational awareness, and can inform 

the analyst’s decision-making about appropriate response actions to take. However, 

while this colour scheme makes sense in terms of the dominant connotations attached 

to red (danger/attention) and green (normal function), there is an issue when it comes 

to accommodating vision pathologies. VisCheck confirms that deuteranopes (individuals 

unable to perceive green) and protanopes (individuals unable to perceive red) will 

simply not be able to distinguish between healthy, endangered and prone individuals on 

the basis of colour using this particular taxonomy (Error! Reference source not found., 

right).   

Thinking about information presentation in the case of Whistler Blackcomb, 

patient health status as well as location could be tracked, in terms of tagging each 

incident as a Code 1, 2 or 3 with a distinct colour.  This is not sensor data, but it is still a 

dynamic attribute, as patients are sometimes upgraded or downgraded on that crisis 

scale as the incident unfolds.  When a judgment call is made as to the severity of the 

incident, it would likely be up to the dispatcher at his or her terminal to flag ongoing 

incidents in the system with different priority statuses.  This introduces a temporal layer 
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of reporting, in terms of being able to track how incidents are unfolding, rather than 

recording a static, after-the-fact portrait of the scenario once the situation has come to 

a resolution (i.e. filling out a bike park incident report form).   

In terms of information input, importantly, there may be an opportunity for 

work-saving in terms of sharing information if handheld devices are implemented as 

part of work practice, particularly in terms of how notifications are handled.  Currently, 

the dispatcher alerts patrollers via the radio to incidents that have been phoned in, and 

responding patrollers will report back with basic demographic and injury information 

when they have made contact with the patient (called ‘a notification’), also over the 

radio.  The patroller will have written that information down in his or her Rite-in-the-

Rain, and the dispatcher will then proceed to also enter that information on a hard-copy 

dispatch log, tracking new incident developments on the same form until the incident 

has been resolved or the patient has been passed on to a higher level of care.   

In the case of electronic information management on the handheld, since the 

patroller would be entering the notification fields into input fields on the device, that 

information could instantly populate a shared-access visualization of the bike park, 

linked to patient location data, as well as populating a linked, electronic dispatch log.  

This would reduce the possibility that information is misheard via the audio channel or 

copied incorrectly onto the paper dispatch log, making it difficult to link or trace records 

after the fact.  The redundancy/fail-safe aspect of this reporting practice (patrollers 

communicating incident data back to the dispatcher), however, would be preserved, in 
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that the data would be not be locked into one vulnerable paper medium (the patroller’s 

notebook), but rather would be entered into a shared electronic system with data back-

up and data recovery features.  A potential disadvantage, however is that if patrollers 

delayed information capture in order to provide care, no record would exist.  Hence, it 

may be prudent to maintain radio contact as a means of redundancy, which would allow 

the dispatcher to enter data that it was not feasible for the patroller to enter him or 

herself. 

With regard to the amount of detail being provided visually, in the Purdue 

application, the decision was made to use 2D imagery wherever possible, as the 

processing capabilities of most handheld devices are relatively limited, and 3D rendering 

can tie up a lot of resources. The designers, did, however, offer a 3D representation as 

an option, in the case that first responders wanted to obtain a less abstract and more 

realistic depiction of the situation (Figure 3). In working with mobile devices, 

parsimonious use of resources is important, but it is also important to provide multiple 

ways of visualizing the same data in order to better support perception and 

understanding of key features in the data. This belief in the benefits derived from 

flexible perspectives on data constitutes one of the basic philosophical underpinnings of 

visual analytics as a field. 
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Figure 3 - 3D View Option (Kim et al., 2007, p. 40) 

In adapting this application for Whistler Blackcomb, a 3D visualization option 

would not make as much sense, given that the program would need to be more similar 

to a standard geographic information system (GIS), usually involving 2D cartography. 

However, the significant idea here is that multiple possible data representation options 

to highlight different data dimensions may be useful in supporting problem-solving.  

Ideally, an application developed for Whistler Blackcomb patrollers would harmonize 

the representation of geographical patient location data, patient health/incident status 

data, and logistical data like the progress of a response effort targeting a particular 

patient (i.e. needs response, first responder on scene, needs Gator support, needs first-

aid truck pick-up, needs EHS pick-up, delivered to clinic). 

With regards to the geographic component, it may be possible to tie in another 

type of technology – GPS-enabled tracking tags or RFID (radio-frequency identification) 

tags.  Whistler Blackcomb is beginning to show interest in this type of approach, 

recently adopting a system called ‘flaik,’  Which is currently used as part of WB’s 

instructional programs. Flaik involves tracking the movements of ski and snowboard 
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students with GPS tags.  A press release by Whistler Blackcomb notes that the 

technology is relatively sophisticated, “utilizing a combination of a GPS tag and cellular 

technology to provide real time tracking of the exact location of guests, their physical 

relationship to other guests or resort staff and performance elements such as vertical 

and runs skied” (“Flaik Tracking Solution,” n.d.).    

In the bike park, riders could be issued a similar tag with their lift ticket, or with 

their season’s pass, and first responders could carry similar beacons.  In this way, 

location data would be received electronically and with GPS precision, rather than 

communicated over the radio in general terms and entered into a system manually by a 

dispatcher to map the injury location.  Knowing the precise locations of injured riders 

could potentially help reduce response times, as currently, patrollers sometimes have 

difficulty locating injured riders from the vague descriptions provided by the individual 

calling in the incident, who may not be familiar with the park layout.     

Also, being able to see the distribution of guests over the area of the park would 

enable staff members to maintain a better corresponding distribution of patrollers over 

the terrain.  Another side benefit to working with geospatial data might be that it may 

be possible to track trends in terms of terrain areas or features that garner a higher 

number of injuries than average, and take this into account when it comes to park 

planning and risk management initiatives.  While the flaik system itself is not ideal for 

this kind of expanded functionality as it must be plugged in for recharging each day, the 

technology (GPS and RFID) to make this a reality is out there, and is an option to be 
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considered, though economic considerations in terms of the prohibitive expense 

involved in making sure each rider can be tracked may mean that adoption of this 

technology will be delayed. 

5.7.1 Caveats Related to Mobile Visualization 

However, while all of this information is relevant and valuable, and as successful 

as the Purdue application seemed to be under test conditions in the course of 

experimentation, it is important to stress that while visualizations targeted at 

dispatchers can be detailed because dispatchers do not need to focus on providing care 

in tandem with managing information and desktop computers are much more powerful 

than handhelds, any visualizations available to first responders in the field should be 

basic and easily manipulated.  There are significant concerns when it comes to 

preserving a patroller’s ability to attend to his or her task in the face of an information 

overload.  Despite the fact that visual analytics strives to make it easier for people to 

work with large amounts of data by representing information visually, overwhelming 

the user visually is still an issue.  For this reason, extensive research has been 

undertaken with the goal of finding more effective ways to represent large information 

spaces on devices with limited screen space (especially those related to real-time 

systems) and to allow users to navigate them (e.g. Bartram et al., 1995).   

Interfaces targeted at first responders need to be transparent, and should not be 

effort-intensive.  In terms of visual clutter, including all the data dimensions discussed 

above at the same time would be difficult due to extremely limited screen real-estate, 

and as soon as a program designer starts embedding layers of information with a 
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details-on-demand, drill-down kind of strategy, navigation becomes an issue.  

Navigating information spaces on a small device is inherently more time-consuming – 

anyone who has ever spent time trying to find something buried five screens deep in a 

cell-phone menu can attest to this.  Because of this, the primary function of a patroller 

handheld would be to replace the paper Rite-in-the-Rain notebook, containing an 

electronic version of the paper incident report form with editable fields for use in 

documenting patient encounters, rather than doing any complex visual database 

navigation.  

Another option for data input could be to offer audio recording (similar to the 

memo function common on most contemporary cell phones).  However, capturing data 

in this way does raise the issue of how to convert the data to a format that is easily 

archived, searched and analyzed, as automated audio-to-text conversion isn’t always 

completely accurate, which is a patient safety issue in terms of making sure that medical 

records are correct, and transcription by hand is a time-intensive and rather labourious 

process.   As well as being arduous to transcribe these records, sometimes when there is 

a great deal going on, audio recording can be messy, and it can be hard to distinguish 

the key information.  However, it does make sense for the device to have enough 

capacity for effective information presentation that it can facilitate communication 

between care professionals, effectively helping to mitigate the challenges of distributed 

cognition by acting as a boundary object.   
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5.7.2 Applications for Pre-Hospital Information Management: Design 
Guidance Emerging from a Consideration of Tools for Disaster 
Management 

Looking at technology designed for use in a context of crisis/disaster 

management highlights the benefits and pitfalls associated with handheld devices as a 

platform for field-based information management.  Going with a smartphone as the 

primary tool for data collection and transfer by care professionals in the pre-hospital 

care chain means that information can be captured electronically from the first point of 

care, using touchpads or slide-out QWERTY keypads, and plugged into the greater 

electronic information architecture.  Handhelds are compact, familiar to most 

prospective users in our modern cell phone culture, and offer some capacity for 

visualization.  First responders would be able to use the devices to both collect/input 

information as well as to improve and maintain their awareness of the care 

environment with geo-spatial readouts.  The phone could also potentially act as a 

mobile access point to information databases so that first responders have ready access 

to reference material in a pinch.  In addition to their visual capabilities, smartphones 

also offer means to connect with colleagues both synchronously and asynchronously, 

via calling and text-messaging/voicemail.   

On the negative side, screen real estate on handheld devices is severely limited, 

meaning that visualizations cannot be overly complex.  Navigation of information spaces 

on a phone is often challenging because of this, as well as due to limited options in 

terms of hardware interfaces (i.e. keypad or touchscreen).  Phones also cannot replace 

the passive monitoring functionality offered by the radio, in terms of the user being able 
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to listen in to the interactions of his or her colleagues and maintain situational 

awareness in this way.  Radios also offer a more structured mode of communication, in 

that there are a body of conventions associated with speaking via this medium that can 

help establish some common ground in terms of language between parties in  a 

discussion (i.e. verbal codes like “10-4” as an affirmative response).  Finally, it is worth 

noting that phones are not optimal information management tools for all users in the 

realm of pre-hospital care.  While they may be a good fit in many ways for field use, 

those individuals who offer logistical support in an office context (i.e. dispatchers and 

administrative staff) may be better served by applications tailored for use on more 

powerful computers.   

5.8 Distinct Roles, Technology and Firefighting 

Searching for examples of how visual data management had been integrated 

into crisis response in a way that was sensitive to the demands and constraints of 

different specialized roles, I came across work that had been done to develop a visual 

system for firefighters.  Firefighters face some unique challenges in the course of their 

work, routinely responding to incidents that are chaotic, unpredictable and highly 

dangerous in nature.  As a result, they have developed certain strategies to support 

effective response that need to be accommodated by any visualization application 

intended for use in the field.  In terms of organizational factors, fire departments are 

essentially paramilitary in character, and have a distinct hierarchy of command and 

responsibility, with different individuals playing very different roles in response effort 

(Jiang et al., 2004, p. 679).  Incident commanders (IC) coordinate and direct the actions 
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of firefighters acting in an exploratory capacity, and these two groups have very 

different information needs and tasks.   

One important consideration, for example, in designing an interface for 

firefighters that are physically engaged in managing the situation, as opposed to acting 

in a command and control capacity, is taking into account the fact that they are often 

wearing protective gear, including thick gloves, which will impact the design of the 

handheld device in terms of user interaction with the hardware.  Clearly, there are some 

parallels between the response structure of a firefighting team (IC and firefighters) and 

the response structure in the WB park (dispatcher and patrollers), as well as in terms of 

the need to maintain interface simplicity.        

5.8.1 Rugged Interfaces 

It is apparent from the way that they approached the design of an information 

visualization system for firefighters that Luyten et al. (2006) were very conscious of the 

fact that there are several distinct firefighter roles in incident response, and that a 

different strategy of information support was required for each.  The incident 

commander is the ranking officer at the scene of a crisis, and is responsible for 

coordinating response actions and communicating with the other members of his team 

to delegate tasks and monitor their safety.  As the individual acting in a management 

role, the incident commander is not physically involved in resolving the situation, and, 

consequently, can make use of tools that require more focus and manual dexterity, such 

as the tablet interface developed by Luyten and his colleagues (Figure 4).   
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The dashboard display presented on the tablet consists of several panes – a GIS 

view, intervention or building plan, team member status read-out and streaming video 

component (Luyten et al., 2006, p. 1970).  The geographic information application is 

relatively sophisticated, with a semantic zoom and the ability to emphasize map 

features with similar characteristics, such as highlighting all nearby hospitals when a 

single institution is selected (Luyten et al., 2006, p. 1971).  One issue with this multi-

pane display, though, is the concern with split attention that was touched on earlier.  In 

this case, however, issues with user focus seem even more likely given the inclusion of a 

live video feed.  Motion is a basic, low-level perceptual feature, and is highly visually 

salient.  Despite the fact that the incident commander can afford to devote a fuller 

measure of his attention to the tablet device, as the information concentrated in the 

tablet may be critical to his management of the ongoing crisis situation, the dynamic 

video window may significantly interfere with his ability to focus on the other 

components of the display to maintain awareness of all facets of the scenario.  
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Figure 4 - Tablet Interface Intended for Use by Incident Commanders (Luyten et al., 2006, 
p. 1970) 

In contrast, the portable interface developed for firefighters engaged with an 

incident at a physical, hands-on level is much less cluttered (Figure 5).  The researchers 

intentionally streamlined both the display and the interaction mechanisms, with the 

understanding that members of an exploratory team need access to less information 

than their commanding officer, and that their manipulation of an information 

management device is severely hampered by the heavy protective gear that they are 

wearing.  The visualization includes widgets pulled from “a ‘fat finger’ interface library,” 

that makes using the touch-screen capabilities while wearing gloves a more reasonable 

proposition (Luyten et al., 2006, p. 1971).  The pared-down display shows only an 

intervention map and the location of responder personnel overlaid on that floor plan.  

This assists the firefighter in maintaining an updated assessment of his own position 

with relation to the positions of his teammates.  There is clear potential here to apply 

this kind of role-sensitive approach to health care first-response contexts, with the 

technology adapted to not only support team awareness, but also information 

collection and sharing in the field.   
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Figure 5 - Handheld Interface Intended for Use by a Member of the Exploratory Team 
(Luyten et al., 2006, p. 1969) 

5.8.2 Applications for Pre-Hospital Information Management: Design 
Guidance Emerging from a Consideration of Tools for Firefighting 

Thinking about lessons from a firefighting context that can be applied to pre-

hospital care, a key concept is the sensitivity of devices to organizational structure.  The 

fact that there are multiple actors involved in orchestrating a response to a pre-hospital 

incident, with those actors often filling different roles, means that an information 

management system must support multiple contexts of work, from field to office.  In 

addition to supporting multiple work environments (with different kinds of hardware as 

shown in the context of firefighting), the information management system should be 

able to offer multiple views of an information space, springing from differing 

information needs.  This fits with the philosophy that underpins visual analytics and 

information visualization as disciplines, in terms of a belief that there is no single correct 

way to present information, and that the appropriate way to view information is 

dependent on the user and the context of use.  Insight and understanding are sparked 
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by the ability to manipulate an information space, offering new perspectives on the 

same data.   

An important consideration, however, in the context of health care, is the fact 

that there must necessarily be bounds placed on the freedom of users to access 

information depending on their role in the system.  The privacy and confidentiality of 

patient information must be protected by electronic systems just as well or better than 

by current systems. 

5.9 Visualization for Policing 

As noted above, in the case of pre-hospital health information management, it is 

important that system development efforts do not focus on field use exclusively, as, 

ultimately, the data collected in the field has to go somewhere, usually into databases 

used for clinical, administrative or legal purposes.  On the clinical side, the goal at this 

level is making the analysis tasks necessary for good evidence-based medical practice 

and diagnosis easier.  At the administrative level, it may be an issue of supporting trend 

analysis that can allow organizations to re-evaluate business or operations policies and 

procedures.  In a legal sense, support for linking records related to a specific incident in 

order to research and build a case may be the most important objective.  Interestingly, 

despite the different end goals, the technology needs to support essentially the same 

key operations in each case: searching for data, linking data, and making relationships 

between data points easier to discern.  
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Law enforcement, like the provision of first aid, is a crisis response domain, in 

terms of dealing with emergency-type incidents, and similarly involves the management 

of ‘routine’ emergencies as opposed to catastrophic disaster-scale events.  There have 

been some key innovations in visual information management for police, with the 

COPLINK project notable among them.  In the context of law enforcement, there is 

potentially a huge role for information visualization to play in making analysis of crime 

data easier and more efficient.  In many police departments, key information is spread 

between multiple databases, and officers trying to determine links between different 

entities and search for patterns in data are hampered by this segmentation.  The current 

set-up with regard to electronic information warehousing at Whistler Blackcomb is 

similar to this, with no single repository for data resort-wide.  For law enforcement, 

despite the fact that analysis tasks are often not conducted in the field, they remain very 

time-critical, as in the case of identifying a prime suspect after the commission of a 

crime.  Visual representations of crime locations and criminal relationships can be useful 

tools in making decisions about how to allocate scarce resources and shape the 

strategies that are pursued in an ongoing investigation.   

The COPLINK project is a collaborative effort between the University of Arizona, 

the Tucson Police Department and the Phoenix Police department that seeks to 

streamline existing law enforcement data analysis and communication methods with 

the development and application of visual data mining technologies (Chen et al., 2002, 

p.1).  At this point, the researchers have produced two pieces of visualization software, 
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the COPLINK hyperbolic tree map, and COPLINK spatio-temporal visualizer, each tackling 

a different problem.   

The COPLINK hyperbolic entity map was inspired by Xerox PARC’s Inxight 

application (Xiang et al. 2005, p. 74), and aims to boost analyst efficiency in finding links 

between search terms like individuals, addresses, vehicles, crime types and 

organizations (Error! Reference source not found.).  The  issue confronted by this latest 

version of the hyperbolic tree map concept is that “[a]lthough investigators can access 

large data stores of criminal data to tie together information needed to solve cases and 

crimes, they must manually search for connections or relationships existing in the data” 

(Hauck et al., 2002, p. 165).  The hyperbolic tree is a tool for social network analysis, 

bringing together data mining techniques such as entity extraction, clustering, string 

comparison, and the identification of associated, co-occurring items (Chen et al. 2004, 

51-52).  These functions would be ideal for sorting through the masses of unlinked 

records that exist in WB archives, and would make dealing with incidents 

administratively, legally, and academically much easier if electronic data collection is 

introduced more broadly.  It is important to note that, as with the other examples of 

information visualization already discussed, the success of this application hinges on 

well-established electronic information-collection practices.  Records must be stored 

electronically, and fields must be easily located and searched in order for this kind of 

analysis tool to be of any benefit at all. 
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Figure 6 - COPLINK Hyperbolic Tree Map (Xiang et al., 2005, p. 76) 

 
The COPLINK hyperbolic tree map adheres to standards of good visualization 

design, providing focus by centering items of interest, but preserving context by 

retaining other nodes to allow the user to maintain a sense of where an entity exists in 

the broader information space.  The designers also make it easy to perceive the relative 

strength of association between entities by weighting the connecting lines between two 

items according to the frequency of their co-occurrence in the data available (Xiang et 

al., 2005).  However, despite offering insight into criminal relationships (or incident 

dynamics, in the case that this kind of software was applied for use in the domain of 

pre-hospital health), there are key elements that this visualization does not address, 

namely, situating crime data in its temporal and spatial context.  Address entities are 

shown as text, so it may be difficult to conceptualize the position of locations of interest 

with relation to one another.    
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The second COPLINK visualization option, the spatio-temporal visualizer (STV), 

seeks to provide some of this missing functionality (Figure 7).  The program consists of 

multiple panes that offer different ways of exploring the information space – a GIS 

element, a timeline view, and a periodic view.   A slider control is provided so users can 

constrain the window of time under consideration in the temporal and periodic views, 

as well as drop-down menu allowing the user to set the temporal granularity to days, 

weeks, months or years (Buetow et al., 2003, p. 186).  The GIS view is relatively 

standard, plotting crime incidents on a map of the region in question, whereas the other 

components of the software allow the analyst to get a sense of temporal patterns in 

certain types of incidents.  This visualization tool enables a law enforcement 

professional to analyze trends and significant outliers in crime data, and compliments 

the social network analysis features offered by the hyperbolic entity map.  A similar set-

up could allow analysts at Whistler Blackcomb or other organizations interested in using 

incident data to track injuries over time in relation to location.  STV visualizes events, 

and the hyperbolic map offers a way to explore the network of individuals and 

organizations associated with those events.  With that in mind, in future iterations of 

the spatio-temporal visualizer software, the designers may want to meld the two 

applications to a certain extent, and consider allowing users to drill down into 

information about crime entities (or injuries) displayed in the GIS view for increased 

detail (Chung et al., 2005).        
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Figure 7 - COPLINK Spatio-Temporal Visualizer: GIS (Left), Temporal View (Upper Right), 
Periodic View (Lower Right) (Buetow et al., 2003, p. 188) 

5.9.1 Applications for Pre-Hospital Information Management: Design 
Guidance Emerging from a Consideration of Tools for Law 
Enforcement 

The key idea emerging from a consideration of the data analysis tools for law 

enforcement discussed above is the importance of moving beyond simply capturing and 

storing data to using that data to shape and improve practice.  Systems modeled on 

COPLINK for health care purposes, enabling users to link and query incident time, 

location and associated details would allow stakeholders to progress from simply 

keeping records to leveraging the information contained in those records to improve the 

organizational and policy structures that are in place to support the provision of care.  

An ideal system for use in the pre-hospital care chain should include both devices and 

applications to allow the electronic collection and transfer of data (i.e. handhelds, data-
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input modules) as well as devices to allow analysis and big-picture coordination of 

services and activities (i.e. workstations, data-mapping software).   

5.10 Bringing the Threads Together: Foundations and Future 

Goals 

In the past chapter, I have outlined goals in the short, medium and long term 

that work toward building consistency in in-house information management activities, 

and eventually, establishing some measure of standardization in key areas across 

organizations, so that entities that must frequently share information can more easily 

and effectively communicate.  I discussed factors that will impact progress toward these 

goals, including varying data agendas and priorities across a community of stakeholders, 

as well as the difficulties in maintaining data quality in the face of the need to compile 

data that has been collected according to a variety of different methods, and according 

to a variety of different semantic criteria.  Finally, I expanded on electronic, visual data 

management as an end-stage goal, pulling examples from other first response domains 

such as firefighting and law enforcement that share some similar constraints in order to 

show related work that has been done, and highlight technological options that can be 

pursued in the future of health data management in the pre-hospital care chain.  It is 

important to note that the reasons to adopt broader (and more effective) electronic 

information management in the pre-hospital sector that I have touched on are still 

relevant to other practitioners filling different, downstream roles in the health care 

system.  In the concluding chapter of this document, I will link back to the broader 

themes of handovers and continuity of care, and show how the key issue addressed in 
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this document – the fact that multiple stakeholders need access to information 

collected in the pre-hospital care chain – is relevant to the greater health care system. 
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6: CONCLUSION 

6.1 The Significance of Information Management: Trickle-Down 
Impact Through a Chain of Care Providers 

While the focus of this study may appear limited in that it targets one specific 

category of care provider - the first responder - the general issues and themes explored 

in this document are relevant to the provision of care and the management of 

information throughout the greater health care system.  This is because our health care 

system operates in a networked fashion, with distributed actors relying on the historical 

patient/incident data collected by other actors upstream in the care chain in order to 

provide good evidence-based care.  Continuity and quality of care hinges on quality 

handover of data, which, in turn, hinges on having quality data to hand over in the first 

place, which is further dependant on having solid data collection and record-keeping 

strategies in place right from the very first point of care.  End-stage care providers are 

impacted by the information management practices of first responders, as are all of the 

secondary-use data stakeholders in legal, administrative and research arenas. 

With this in mind, there is a clear call to continue research into improving 

communications systems in the pre-hospital care chain, building on the exploratory 

work described here by continuing to expand recommendations for the development of 

electronic infrastructure, and eventually prototyping tools for use in a first response 

environment that are consistent with the constraints and issues detailed in this 
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document.  This is just one step in making information transfer interactions smoother 

throughout the system, with the long-term outcome and benefit being that it will be 

easier to link distributed records and trace patients as they move from the care of one 

provider to another.   

6.2 The Context of Use: Impacts on Design 

One of the most significant threads that future researchers should pull from this 

study is the need to accommodate environmental and cognitive constraints as primary 

factors in the design of technology for the context of pre-hospital care, and an 

awareness that the constraints at play are different depending on the role of the 

technology user within the health care system, and the activities in which they are 

engaged (information collection, record-keeping, communication, or analysis).  The kind 

of tools that are appropriate (i.e. handheld versus workstation) and the kind of software 

that is appropriate (i.e. simple 2D information visualization versus a complex suite of 

visual information analysis tools with multiple panes) change depending on which 

constraints are present.  A systematic approach is necessary, with a host of different 

tools and applications woven into a fabric that allows for flexible addition and access to 

the information space no matter the environmental or cognitive constraints at play (L. 

Bartram, personal communication, October 4, 2010).  In the following sections, I 

summarize key design considerations for the development of information management 

technology for the pre-hospital care chain that supports the component processes (task 

types) that make up the larger concept of the information handover: information 

collection, record-keeping, and communication/analysis.  Here, I will pull together key 
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threads from the body of the thesis to outline the requirements of both field and office 

work environments in the pre-hospital care chain. 

6.2.1 The Field: Mobile Use 

Mobile work in a wilderness environment necessitates developing tools on a 

platform that is not power intensive, and both power limitations and the mobile and 

rugged nature of the work demand that tools be small, which has implications for data 

input as well as in-field data visualizations.  Such compact systems need to be flexible, 

offering multiple ways to capture information in the face of stressful and time-

constrained conditions, such as an option to record voice memos in the event that 

manually entering information via a touch screen or QWERTY interface is too time-

consuming in the context of the incident at hand.  While voice memos may not be ideal, 

in that someone would later need to listen to the memo and re-record the data in a 

searchable field format, it may make the difference between some data being collected 

and no data being collected in the face of extreme time limitations.   

As well as support for information collection and record-keeping, support for 

information visualization is key, even given the limited screen real-estate available on 

handheld devices.  Information visualization in the field may be critical for maintaining 

situational awareness through a simple GIS display showing the status of incidents in 

progress over a given area, as well as potentially mapping the location of distributed 

care resources (such as personnel and transport vehicles) in order to more effectively 

manage those resources and provide patient care.  This incoming visual feed of 
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information allows the first responder to more easily analyze the variables in his or her 

work environment in order to plan actions, as well as providing a concrete visual 

reference that can be used to facilitate communication with other colleagues about the 

status of an incident or the coordination of a response effort. 

6.2.2 The Office: Stationary Use 

It is also important to remember that activities associated with pre-hospital care 

are not all conducted in the field.  Managerial and administrative staff often work out of 

offices, doing critical work to coordinate mobile workers distributed in the field, 

consolidating data that has been collected by those mobile workers, and communicating 

that data to other stakeholders, both internal and external.  In an office context, 

cognitive constraints have a significant impact on the success of different tools, in terms 

of facilitating or impeding a worker’s ability to process a high incoming volume of 

information, and these must be considered when tools are developed for use in this 

sector of the pre-hospital care chain.  Workers engaged in coordination and analysis 

tasks need more powerful systems, which is possible due to their static work location.  

Desktop computers offer larger monitors to display an increased amount of information 

and can support more detailed visualizations to offset the mental strain associated with 

dealing with mass amounts of information.  Seeing information represented visually 

means that an analyst does not need to hold as much information in mind at a given 

time – the concrete visual reference diminishes cognitive load by externalizing the data, 

making reasoning and information analysis easier.   
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6.2.3 Harmonization: Building Sound Information Systems from Individual 
Tools 

In both field and office contexts, there is a clear connection  between the 

environmental and cognitive factors that make up the fabric of a workplace, and the 

hardware and software features that make sense in those conditions.  The challenge is 

to make sure that workers have access to tools that are appropriate to their roles, but 

also to make sure that the variety of different tools in use work together to generate, 

maintain and facilitate a unified flow of information through the system.  In seeking to 

be context-sensitive, the danger lies in creating a system that is overly fragmented 

because it lacks enough standard elements to support interoperability.  With a move to 

electronic data collection, storage and transmission as the dominant medium, and with 

a focus on standardizing some aspects of data collection procedure/data tagging as well 

as field formatting within and across organizations, interoperable information systems 

in the pre-hospital care chain should be an achievable goal. 

6.3 The Importance of Health Meta-Data 

It is important to underline, however, that for all that nuts-and-bolts strategies 

like standardizing specific field formats are key to developing quality information spaces, 

it is equally as critical to move back from that level of concrete granularity and think 

about meta-data.  The decision to streamline and standardize information management 

practices should necessarily be preceded by a consideration of what categories of data 

need to be included in the information space in the first place, and which actors need 

access to which categories of data to do their work.   
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For example, we know that patrol dispatchers need to know specific data about 

where patrollers are located within the area of the bike park, as well as to-the-point 

status updates on the condition of patients.  Abstracting up from these specific data 

points, however, we find categories of data that are useful for workers in coordination 

roles.  In this case, individuals working in a big-picture, managerial capacity in crisis 

management need access to  data about the spatial relationships between key 

resources, as well as data about the resource requirements of specific incidents.  

Patrollers, on the other hand, have different needs, and need access to different 

categories of information.  A first responder may need to know blood pressure data, and 

information about the level of pain that a patient is currently experiencing.  Abstracting 

away from those data fields, we find new data categories – health-related fieldworkers 

need to access  data that directly impacts patient treatment and health outcomes.    

This work of categorically identifying the data needs of various stakeholders has 

been approached in this project, but a more thorough taxonomy should be developed in 

future research efforts, in terms of exhaustively mapping types of data that are required 

for the successful work of actors involved in and associated with the pre-hospital care 

chain.  In order to develop a truly functional information space, we need to marry an 

understanding of which kinds of data are needed, and by whom, to an understanding of 

how to structure that information effectively so that it can be easily handed over. 

Finally, we also need to consider what categories of data are important at different 

points in the trajectory of crisis management (when is a certain kind of data relevant?) 

when looking at building a useful information space.  This means matching data 
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categories to the ideal progression of data use in the environment of first response.  

This progression moves from data capture, to the logistical and operational use of data 

in the course of active incident response, to use of data for trending and analysis, and 

then, finally, on to using the fruits of that data analysis for planning and education 

purposes.  Even if it may not be possible to move through this ideal progression in 

practice as things now stand, in terms of not being able to link records, researchers 

should develop an idea of what information types first responders need to be successful 

in their information management practice at each stage in order to draft strategies to 

move forward with realizing that ideal. 

6.4 Beyond Health Care 

In terms of the relevance of this work to other domains outside the realm of 

health care, it is worth noting that some of the issues addressed here, such as the 

challenges inherent in moving away from hard-copy to electronic data storage, and 

designing technologies that are sensitive to cognitive constraints brought on by high 

stress are relevant to crisis management organizations and workers in a broad sense, 

and this work may be germane to those seeking to develop more effective information 

management strategies in such settings as law enforcement, fire-fighting and disaster 

response. 

6.5 Objectives 

A major goal in presenting this work was to encourage potential developers to 

conceive of technology as both a social and a technical entity.  Information management 
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tools and infrastructures both influence and are influenced by the environments in 

which they exist, so it is important to push for an increased awareness of social factors 

in the design process.  Beyond this conceptual piece, it was my goal to present the nuts 

and bolts of first response settings in a straightforward way, touching on the 

connections first responder communities have with other stakeholders, describing 

characteristic features of their work setting, detailing environmental and cognitive 

constraints, outlining the status quo in terms of information management tools, as well 

as looking at future horizons for technology in this context.  As research progresses, it is 

my hope that we will surmount the social, organizational, and technical barriers to the 

implementation of effective tools and systems to enjoy a health care system that 

supports good communication and good care.      
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APPENDIX: CD-ROM DATA APPENDIX  

The CD-ROM, attached, forms a part of this work. 
 
The data file contained there can be opened with MS Excel or other spreadsheet program. 

 
Data File: 

• (WB) personal information field matrix  23.9 KB 
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